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station layouts
3.1 OPERATIONS ROOM EQUIPMENT ARRANGEMENT.
At thetime ofsubmissionofthisdesignanalysis,neitherfinalbuildingplansnor
operationsroom dimensionswere availablefor any ofthe30-footUnifiedS-Band sites.
informationobtainedfrom theFieldFacilitiesBranch atGSFC indicatesthat,in
general,theoperationsroom willbe approximately35 feetby 50 feet.The window
forantennaviewingwillnormallybe inthe35-footsideoftheoperationsroom. Prel-
iminaryplanviews ofthe Carnarvon operationbuildingshow a somewhat different
arrangementoftheantennaoperationsroom atthatstation,which willrequiresome
modificationtostandardplan. From informationnow availableitmay be assumed that,
while similar,thelayoutfor each stationwillrequirean individualoperationsroom
plan.
A tentative bamc arrangement of a typical station is included as figure 3-1. t,t-
tached as figures 3-2, 3-3, and 3-4 are the artists concepts of the _.ppearance of the
station in general, a detail view of the servo console-RF control area, and a view of
the data and timing equipment arrangement.
3.2 RACKS.
The data and timing system equipment will be mounted in a modified Collins
Rack Series C-8000. The remainder of the operations room equipment will be mounted
in standard Emcor II racks. Listed below are the dimensions of the type racks to be
used.
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Figure 3-1. Basic Arrangement of Station (Tentative)
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Figure 3-2. Artist's Concept of Station Appearance
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Figure 3-3. View of Servo Console-RF Control Area, Artist's Concept
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Figure 3-4. Data and Timing Equipment Arrangement, Artist's Concept
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Height Width Dep'_h
(in.) {in. ) (in.)
Timing and Data 69 26 25-1/2
Console Area 50-5/8 21-1/16 25-1/2
All other station rackq 76-7/8 21-1/16 23-1/2
All racks will be painted Federal Standard 595 - Number 26440.
3.3 CABLING.
All cabling in the operations room will beimstalled under the computer type
floor. Entry to the individual racks will be from the bottom through ports cut in the
floor sections. The area around cable entries will be sealed in order to p_ ,perly con-
trol cool air flow. No overhead or over-the-end cable entries will be made. Outside
cabling will be suitable for its environment and will be properly secured to cable
trays, cable supports, etc..
3.4 EQUIPMENT COOLING.
The Field Facilities Branch of GSFC plans to provide a cooled air supply under
the computer type floor. The temperature for this air supply is assumed to be abo'.t
58° F, under about 0.1-psi pressure. Under-the-floor cooling air will be used for
operations room equipment cooling insofar as possible. In certain racks, blowers
will be required to assist the under-the-floor air system. In certain designated
critical areas, emergency blowers will be installed to assist in cooling in case of
failure of the central cool air system.
3.5 ELECTROMECHANICAL BUILDING AND HEAT EXCHANGER AREA.
A small diamond-shaped building will be provided at the base of the antenna to
house such items as the PA mid its power supply. The size of this building will be
approximately 9 feet square. A diagram showing the tentative arrangement of this
building is included as figure 3-5. A heat exchanger unit for temperature control of
the liquid coolant from the Klystron tube cooling manifold will be located about 100
feet from the antenna base. The heat exchanger will require no shelter. The exact
size of the unit is not determined at this time, but it is expected that the unit, incl-
uding work space, will require a concrete pad space approximately 12 feet by 15 feet.
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Figure 3-5. Plan of Equipment House tor 30-Foot Antenna
(l_ot to Scale)
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! A covered cable trough approximately 12 inches square will be routed at ground level
between the pad and the antenna base. This trough will provide protection for coolant
lines, power wiring, and control cables.
3.6 POWER AMPLIFIER MOTOR GENERATOR.
A small shelter must be provided for the motor generator for the power ampli-
fier. This generator has a very high operational noise level and cannot be placed in a
confined area where personnel must work. The shelter for this unit may be attached to
the electromechanical building, or it can bo at _e heart exchanger pad.
3.7 POWER REQUIREMENTS AND HEAT DISSIPATION.
Attached as figure 3-6 is _ chart of estimated power requirements and heat dis-
sipation for a 30-foot station. Power requirements and heat dissipation for partial
systems is included in the attached Installation Design Criteria.
3.8 PARTIAL SYSTEM. _
The Installation Design Criteria/or the JPL 85-foot antenna partial system, the
GSFC 85-foot antenna partial system, and the Apollo Ships partial system are pres-
ented in the following paragraphs.
3.8.1 INSTALLATION DESIGN CRITERIA FOR JPL 85-FOOT ANTEI_;I_A
PARTIAL SYSTEM.
3.8.1.1 INTRODUCTION. The iollowing installation design cri_ria "q outlined in
Items 3(a-5) and 3(b-5) of contract N,',$5-9035, dated 14 July 1964. Subject criteria
contains the information required to enable a contractor normally in the business of
on-site installation to inst_ll and integrate subject items of equipment into an existing
system. Equipment provided is generally madt_ up of separate units and, therefore,
calbing is not provided; however, the type of cable connectors n the equipment is
specified to enable the installation contractor to provide proper material for the ins-
tallation. Racks are not provided for separatc units except in the case of the signal
data demodulator, where each unit makes up a con_plete rack of equipment.
3.8.1.2 EQUIPMENT TO BE INSTALLED.
3.8.1.2.1 SINGLE SYSTEM. The following items will be provided by Collins for a
JPL Partial Single System.
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I POWER REQUIREMENTS AND HEAT DIS
!
PCCER
EQU IPMEh_ "--- V _ CPS _ _,w|
!
TPACKI;_G DATA PROCESSOR ii0 1 60 2.64
._NT. POSITiON PROGRA,'_R !I0 i 60 3.74
ENCODER ii0 I 60 O. 55
TIMING SYSTEM i!0 I 60 4.18
DATA DEMODULATOR NO. _ II0 ! 60 O. 22l
DATA DE._gDUT-ATOR NO. 2 i ii0 i 60 0.22
SERVO AMPLIFIER ii0 1 60 2.75
I SERVO CONSOLE RACK NO. i
SERVO CONSOLE RACK NO. 2
RF RACK NO. i i!0 1 60 0.55
KF PACK NO. 2 Ii0 I 60 0.55
RF RACK NO. 3 II0 1 60 0.55
i
RF RACK NO. 4 II0 I 60 0,55
I RF & COLLIMATION CONTROL ii0 i 60 0.55
DATA CONSOLE NO. I II0 I 60 0.55
DATA CONSOLE NO. 2 i!0 i 60 0.5.5
OPTICAL RECORDING RACK iI0 i 60 0.55
OPTICAL MDNITOR RACK ii0 i 60 0.66
COLLIMATION SYSTEM Ii0 i 60 3.3
ANTENNA BASE
X DRIVE 440 3 60 13.2
Y DRIVE 440 3 60 13.2
CONVENIENCE OUTLETS (X_ ii0 1 60 I.7
CONVENIEI_CE OUTLETS (Y) Ii0 I 60 i.7
WARNING SYS (LIGHTS & HORN) ii0 i 60 3.3
WHEEL HOUSE 208 3 : 60 6.6
HEAT EXCHANGER NO. 1 /,,40 3 . 60 I4.0KVA
RF PO'.'ERA_R_ NO. i 208 3 60 8.0K_A
MOTOR GENERATOR NO. i (I00 liP) 440 3 60 75.0k'VA
._uNTENNA LIGHTS II0 i 60 i.7
NOTES :
i. THREE I0 AMP CIRCUITS ON EACH 208 3_ LINE TO NEUTRAL IS ACCEPTABLE
2. THREE 15 AMP CIRCUITS ON EACH 208 3_ LINE TO NEUTRAL IS ACCEPTABLE
3. MAXIMUM STARTING CURRENT 60 AMPS/PNASE
4. MAXIMUM STARTING CURRENT 115 AMP/PHASE; THIS POWER REQUIREMENT IS FOR 20 KW OPE
¢%
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_SIPATION CHART
i ......
TO BEHEAT
-_ DISSIPATED (WATTS) CIRCUIT REQU!RENENTS NOTES
2640 ONE 30 AM/' CIRCUIT i
3740 ONE 50 AMP CIRCUIT 2
550 P/O 2A
4180 ONE 50 AMP CIRCUIT 2
220 ONE i5 AM2 CIRCUIT
220 P/O 4A
. , *
500 ONE 25 AMP CIRCUIT
500 FOR ENTIRE SERVO
500 SYSTEM
550 ONE i5 AMP CIRCUIT
550 P/O 7A
,._
550 ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
550 P/O 7C
550 ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
550 ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
_. 550 P/O 9A
550 ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
660 P/C I0
2000 TWO 15 AMP CIRCUITS AT TOWER
I0 AMP/PHASE 3
I0 AMP/PHASE 3
ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
ONE 30 AMP CIRCUIT
26 AMP/PRASE TO NEUTRAL
i0 AMP/PHASE
15 AMP/PHASE
57 AMP/PHASE 4
, =
ONE 15 AMP CIRCUIT
i
RATION OF THE POWER AMPLIFIER
Figure 3-6. Power Requirements and Heat
Dissip..tionChart
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(1) One each - Updata Subcarrier Oscillator
(2) One each - Signal Data Demodulator
(3) One each - Verification Receiver.
3.8.1.2.2 DUAL SYSTEM. The following items of equipment will be added to equip-
ment listed in paragraph 3.9.1.2.1 to make up a JPL Partial Dual System.
(1) One each - Updata Subcarrier Oscillator
(2_ One each - Signal Data Demodt:lator
(._) One each - Verification Receiver.
3.8.1.3 EQUIPMENT DESCRIPTION.
3.8.1.3. ] UPDATA SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR. All components of this unit are
mounted on a 19- by 3-1/2-inch standard rack panel. The unit requires ll0-volt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation will not exceed 80 watts, and no
cooling other than normal rack ventilation is required. The unit is made up of two
subcarrier oscillators; one for voice, and one ior updata functions. Mode switching
for the unit is provided on the panel so that either or both of the oscillator outputs are
available at the output to the modulator at the proper voltage level.
The inputs to both the voice and tone oscillator will be on 600-ohm lines bal-
anced to ground, and the output following the combiner is at 1000 ohms. The inputs
are tn a 5-pin Amphenol terminal No. 126-216; pins D and E are signals and pin H is
shield. The mating connector on the incoming cable is an Amphenol No. 126-223. The
output is a standard BNC connector.
A system block diagram of this unit is included as figure 3-7. Additional inform-
ation regarding the upd_.._ subcarrier oscillator is contained in Collins Specification
126-0447-010. A dual system is made up by the addition of a second unit.
3.8.1.3.2 SIGNAL DATA DEMODULATOR. The signal data demodulator equipment
will be packaged in a standard Emcor II rack 76-7/8 inches high, 22 :nches wide, and
25-1/2 inches deep. The components will be mounted on standard 19-inch panels. The
entire rack may require rfi shielding. Rfi shielding requirements are not %lly determ-
ined at this time. The rack will be cooled with a 300-cfm McLean Blower Model
M2EB424. The blower will be mounted in the lower front of the rack, and the air will
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Figure 3-7. Up-Data Subcarrier Oscillator
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he- exhml_ted from the rack by way of a filter mounted near the top of the rear door.
"I33,_electrical reqtlirement for this rack is one 15-amp circuit providing ll0-
vult, single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation of the entire rack of equip-
ment is 220 wai!s.
All inputs to this equipment at 10 mc or over will be on TNC connectors. _-
,mirg coaxial cables _,'ill be 50 ohms. (_tputs from _e unit will be on coaxial type
BNC colw.ectors, and outgoing coaxial cable will be 93 ohms. General information
reg._rding input and output functions is indicated on the block diagram of this unit,
which is hlcluded as figure 3-8. Additional information regarding the signal data
¢,emcxtulator is contained Ln Collins Specification 126-0429-000. A dual system is
made up by the addition of the second complete unit.
3.8.1.3.3 VERIFICATION RECEIVER SYSTEM. The verification receiver system
consists of a modified multirange telemetry receiver (Vitro Electronics type number
R-1037AI and a subcarrier demodulator panel. Each of the above referenced units is
too, rated on 19-inch b}" 5-1/4-inch standard rack panel. 2_e total rack space required
per system is 10-1/2 inches. Total weight of the two units i¢ approximately 40 pounds.
The units will dissipate a heat load of approximately 80 watt__ The units oper-
ate ol_ 110-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle electrical power. A satandard 15-amp circuit
is more than adequate for the operational load. No special cooling is required for this
eqt_ipment, and it performs in a satisfactory rammer in a rack with normal ventilation.
A single co_ial cable type input at 50 ohms to an N-type connector is provided
on the receiver. Cable between the receiver and the demodulator is provided with the
unit. The outputs from the demodulator are four BNC type connectors.
Additional information on the verification receiver system is contained in Collins
Specification 126-0431-001. A dual system is made up by the addition of a second unit.
3. _. 2 1NSTAI,LATION DESIGN CRITERIA ])'OR GSFC 85-FOOT ANTENNA
PARTIAL SYSTEMS.
3.8.2.1 INTRODUCTION. The following installation design criteria is submitted
in compliance with the requirements outlined in Items 4(a-5) and 4(b-5) of contract
NAS5-9035, dated 14 July 1964. Subject criteria contains information available at this
time regarding size, wieght, power requirements, heat dissipation, location, etc..
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Figure 3-8. Signal Data De_nodulator Subsystem, Block Diagram
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The information Js prove.tied in sufficient detail to enable a contractor _lormally in the
business of on-site installation to install and integrate subject items of equipment into
an existing system. The arrangement and placement information regarding certaz'n
antenna mounted components of the PA system is provided as an example only since
the size and configuration of the ;,,'heel house and building at the base of the antenna
can only be assumed.
3.8.2.2 EQUIPMENT TO BE INSTALI,ED.
3.8.2.2, 1 SINGLE SYSTEM. The following components and/or subsystems will be
provi_'ed for a GSFC _5-foot Anterma Partial System [ Item 4(a-5) Single System] .
(1) One each - Updata Subcarrier Oscillator
(2) One each - Signal Data Demodulator
(3) One each - Verificatic_ Receiver System
(4) One each - Power Amplifier System
I5) one each - Tracking Data Processor
(6) one each .. Timing System
(7) One each - Parametric Amplifiers
(8) One each - Paramp.
3.8.2.2.2 DUAL SYSTEM. The following components and/or subsystems, when
added to items listed in paragraph 3.8.2.2.1 above will complete a dual system
[Item 4(b-5) Dual System] .
(1) One each - Updata Subcarrier Oscillator
(2) One each - Signal Data D_.modulator
(3) One each - Verification Receiver System
(4) One each - Power Amplifier System
(5) One each - Tracking Data Processor,
3.8.2.3 EQI_gPMENT DESCRIPTION - GSFC PARTIAL SINGLE SYSTEM.
,_.8,2.3.1 THE UPDATA SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR. All components of this unit
are mounted on 19 by 3-1/2-inch standard rack panel. The unit requires ll0-volt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation will not exceed 80 watts, and no
cooling other th,'m normal rack ventilation is required. The unit is made up of two
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subcarrier oscillators; one ,,,,. voice, and one for updata functions. Mode switching for
the unit is provided on the panel so that either or ooth of the oscillator outputs are
available at the output to the modulator at proper voltuge level.
The inputs to both the voice and tone oscillator will be on 600-ohm lines balanced
to ground, and the output following the combiner is at 1000 ohms. The inputs are to a
5-pin Ampheno 1 terminal 1_o. 126-216; pins D and E are signals _d pin H is shield.
The mating connector on the incoming cable is an Amphenol No. 126-233. The output
is a standard BNC cormector. A system block diagram of this unit is included _s fig-
___re3-_. A4ditional information regarding Updata Subcarrier Oscillator is contained
O
in Collins _pecification 12620447-010.
3.8.2.3.2 SIGNAL DATA DEMODULATOR. The signal data demodulator equipment
will be packaged in a standar_ Emcor II rack 76-7/8 inches high, 22 inches wide, _nd
25-1/2 inches deep. The components will be molmted on standard 19-inch panels. The
entire rack may require rfi shielding. Rfi shielding requirements are not fully determ-
ined at this time. The rack will be cooled with a 300-cfm McLean Blower Model
M2EB424. The blower will be mounted in the lower front of the rack, and the air will
be exhausted from the rack by way of a filter mounted near the top of the rear door.
The electrical requirements for this rack is one 15-amp circuit providing ll0-
volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation of the entire rack of equip-
ment is 220 watts.
All inputs to this equipment at 10 me or over will be on TNC connectors. Incom-
ing coaxial cables will be 50 ohms. Outputs from the unit will be on coaxial-type BNC
connectors, and outgoing coaxial cable will be 93 ohms. General ilfformation regard-
ing input ,and output functions is indicated on the block diagram of this unit, which is
included as figure 3-10. Additional information regarding the signal data demodulator
is contained in Collins Specification 126-0429 (appendix a).
3.8.2.3.3 VERIFICATION RECEIVER SYSTEM. The verification receiver system
consists of a modified multirange telemetry receiver (Vitro Electronics type number
R-1037A) and a subcarrier demodulator panel: Each of the above referenced units is
mounted on 19-inch by 5-1/4-inch standard rack panels. The total rack space reauired
per system is 10-1/2 inches. Total weight of the two units is approximately 40 pounds.
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Figure 3-9. Up-Data Subcarrier Oscillator
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Figure 3--10. Signal Data Demodulator Subsystem Block Diagram
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The units will dissipate a heat load of approximately 80 watts. The units require
l l0-volt, single-phase, 60-cyeJe electrical power. A standard 15-amp circuit is more
than adequate for the operational load. No special cooling is required fc,i _his equip-
ment, and it performs in a satisfactory manner in a rack with nor=r,a! ventilation.
A single coaxial cable type input a_ 50 ohm., to an N-type connector is provided
on the receiver. Cable between the receiver and the demod-flator is provided with the
unit. The ou_uts from the demodulator are four BNC type connectors.
Additioual information on the verification receiver system is contained in Collins
Specific, ation 126-0431-001. A dual system is made up of two complete units.
3.5.2 3.4 S-BAND POWER AMPLIFIER.
3.8.2.3.4.1 G F_NERAL. The power amplKier presents the moSt,complicated ins-
tallation problem of t_'e partial system. Certain details regarding the placement of
equipment are assumed or are recommended locations only in view of the fact that
details of antenna, electromeehanical building, etc., is not yet available.
Contract NAS5-9035 requires delivery of the equipment for a single and dual
system concurrently. In view of the concurrent delivery, this criteria is based on the
simultaneous installation of equipment necessary to complete a dual system. Instal-
lation of a single system would require only a reduction in the scope of the task out-
lined herein.
3.8.2.3.4.2 EQUIPMENT LAYOUT AND LOCATION.
(1) Power Ah_.plifier Cabinets and Equipment. The power amplifier cabinets
are located on one side of the electronics room (sometimes called the
wheel house), which is within the Y-wheel structure of the antenna and
just below the ring or box girder. In addition, this room will contain ap-
proximately four racks of equipment on standard 19-inch panels. These
racks may either be standard units mounted in the electronics room or
may be special units built in by the antenna manufacturer. Figure 3-11
is a plan view of this possible arrangement. Figure 3-12 is a simplified
isometric drawing of the same area.
(2) High Power Combiner. The high power combiner is also to be located
iu the electronics room or in the immediate vicinity.
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Figure 3-11. £1ectronic Room 85' Antenna
(Not to Scale)
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Figure 3-12. Electronic Room 85 wAntenna, Dual System
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/(3) The Power Supply Cabinets. The power supply cabinets will be located
in the eleetromechanical building at the base of the antenna. Arrangement
of this equipment will be contingent on the size and layout of this building.
(4) The Motor Generator Units. The motor generator unit produces a high
noise level and cal,Jaot be placed in the electromechanical building in view
of discomfort to operating personnel. The units may b_ located in a small
shelter adjacent to the electromeehanical building or if preferred in a
similar shelter near the heat exchanger pad.
(5) The Heat Exchanger. The heat exchanger pad should be located not less
than 100 feet from the antenna base. Exact location of the heat exchanger
pad will be contingent on the general station layout and the terrain im-
mediately adjacent to the anLenna. The size of the pad is 12 feet by 15
feet. Location of holddown studs will be available later.
(6) Remote Controls. Remote controls for the power amplifier will be loc-
ated in the operations room. Exact location and arrangement will require
coordination with the contractor-provided racks and console for the oper-
ations room.
3.8.2.3.4.3 CABLING. A simplified cabling outline has been included as figure 3-13.
This outline shows the various multiconductor and coax cables needed for intercon-
nection of the equipment.
Each power amplifier cabinet will have three multiconductor cables, one high-
voltage cable, two caox cables, and one waveguide connected to it. The multiconductor
cables are for power and the coax cables are for the input from the PA driver and the
output to the verification receiver. The waveguide from the t_'o PA's will be connected
to the combiner and from there to the feed.
Cables for each power supply cabinet consist of the 208-volt input cable, control
cable from the remote console, interlock wiring, control cable to the heat exchanger,
400-volt cable from the motor generator, and the four cables to the power amplifier.
In addition, there will be an inlet aud outlet pipe for the coolant from the heat ex-
chager. The cabling and coolant lines are not provided with the unit. Connector inform-
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Figure 3-13. PA Cable Diagram (Dual System)
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ation is not finalized at this time, but mating connectors wil! be provided with the equip-
ment.
3.8.2.3.4.4 POWER CONSUMPTION AND VOLTAGE INPUT. Each power amplifier
will be capable of an output power of 20 kw cw. The allowable power consumpiton for
each complete ."mplifier assembly, i11cluding the heat exchanger, is 62 kva at 10-kw
radiated power and 97 kva at 20-kw radiated power.
The voltage inputs to _he separate units are as follows:
(1} Motor Generator, 440 volts, 3-phase
(2) Heat Exchanger, 440 volts, 3-phase
(3) Power Supply Cabinet, 208 volts, 3-phase.
3.8 •2.3.4.5 HEAT DISSIPATION. The heat dissipation for the various components
of the power amplifier assembly is as follows:
(1} Power Supply Cabinet - 3165"watts
(2} Motor Generator - 6 kw
(3} Power Amplifier Cabinet. The amount of heat dissipated by the power
amplifier cabinet to the room will depend upon the difference between
the room temperature and the inside cabinet temperature. Sources of
heat input to the cabinet are:
(a) Approximately 200 watts from file klystron heater
(b} Heat given off from the coolant manifold that will be at an av6rage
temperature of approximately 65° C (149° F).
(4} Heat Exchanger. This unit is installed outside and dissipates heat to tb,_.
atmosphere.
(5) Combiner. Heat dissipation values are undetermined at this time for the
combiner.
3.8.2.3.4.6 _VEIGHT. The weights of the units as given below are approximate. It
is assumed, however, the actual values will not be greater than those given.
(1} Power Amplifier Cabinet, 1300 pounds
(2} Power Supply CAbinet, 4300 pounds
(3) Heat Exchanger, 4000 pounds
(4) Motor Generator, undetermined.
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.,.8.2.3.4.7 SIZE. The dimensions of the units are as follows:
(1) Power Amplifier Cabinet, 72 inches in length, 30 inches in width, and
62 inches in height
(v) Equipment racks, four standard 19-inch rack widths and approximately
8 feet high
(3) Power Supply Cabinet, 88 inches in length, 36 inchee in width, and 72
inches in height
(4) !Ieat Exchanger, approximately 12 feet in lengtb, 7 feet in width, and
6 feet in height
(5) Motor Generator, dimensions are not available at this time.
(6) Combiner, dimensions are not available.
3.8.2.3.5 TRACKING DATA PROCESSOR. The trackinE data processor for a single
system is made up of three complete and one partial rack of equipment. The dimen-
sions of the racks are as shown in figure 3-14. In order to provide a dual system,
additional equipment i- added _o the partial system. The power requirements and
heat dissipation differences between a single and dual system are insignificant and are,
therefore, given here for a dual system only. The entire tracking data processor
requires 2.64 kilowatts of power, and therefore will operate from one 30-amp circuit
at ll0-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power. Heat dissipation is 2640 watts. Blowers
are located in the lower rear of each rack, and cooling air is forced up through the
rack and exhausted by leakage out the front and top of the rack. All cable entries to
the units is from the bottom; however, a cableway is provided along the upper part of
the unit to accommodate rack-to-rack cable if desired. The volume of cab]e and con-
nector infol'mation for the unit is too great to be included in this desig'n criteria.
Complete information regarding cables and con_.cctors is contained in Collins Radio
Company Specification on the _racldng data processor. ']?he Specification number
is 56S-9835-00.
3._. 2.3.6 TIMING SYSTE:\L A single timing system is provided for the GSFC
partial system. The dimensions of the racks making up this system are as shown in
figure 3-15. The power requirement for the timing system is 4.18 kilowatts. One 50-amp
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Figure 3-15. Tracking Data Processor (Dual) (Prototype)
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circuit at ll0-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power is required. The heat dissipation
for the entire unit is 4180 watts. Blowers are mounted in the lower rear of each rack,
and cooling air is forced up through the racks and exhausted by leakage out the front
and top of the raCi_o All cable entry to the r_cks 4s from bottom; l_owever, a cableway
is provided along the upper part of the unit to accommodate rack-to-rack cable if
desired. The volume of cable and connector information for this unit is too great to be
included in this design criteria. Complete information regarding cables and connectors
is contained in Collins Radio Company Specification on the TE-411 Apollo Timing
System. The specification number is 568-9836-00.
3.8.2.3.7 PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER. Two each parametric amplifiers are pro-
vided for the GSFC partial system. The main units are basically the same in appearance
and function; however, the unit for use with the main system will provide five outputs
while the unit for the acquisition system will provide only one output. Both units will
be mounted in the electronics recto located just behind the ring girder of the antenna.
A remote control unit for the antenna-nmunted parametric amplifier is mounted in the
operations building.
The case size of the antenna-mo, lnted component is approximately 15-7/16 inches
by 10-1/8 inches by 9-1/2 inches. The unit will weigh about 50 pounds. Four mcunting
tabs with 9/32 holes are provided for mounting the unit. The case will be pressurized
and heat will be dissipated by convection and conduction. The antenna-Laounted unit
will require 110-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle power.
The remote control unit will be rack-mounted on a standard rack panel 19 inches
by 8-3/4 inches. The rack-mounted unit will require less than 100 watts of ll0-watt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power. Heat dissipation from the rack will not exceed 100 watts.
Rf inputs and outputs to the antenna-mounted parametric amplifier unit will be
on type N coaxial connectors. Control and power function will be, on MS connectors.
Final information required to fabricate cables is not available as of this date. It is
expected that subject information will be available by 15 November 1964.
Details regarding the main channel paramp is contained in Collins Specification
126-0424-001 and for the acquisition paramp in specification 126-0425-001.
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3.8.2.4 SUMMARY. Certain max_uats, cable _SPets, cabinet dimensions, and
various other detailed instructions will be provided to supplement this document.
Attached as figure 3-16 is a block diagram showing, in outline form, the relation-
:_hip of the equipment provided under Item 4 of NAS5-9035 with other equipment
assumed to be a part of the GSFC 85-foot Apollo System.
3.8.3 INSTALLATION DESIGN CRITERIA FOR EQUIPMENT FOR INSTRUMENTATICN
APOLLO SHIPS.
3.8.3.1 INTRODUCTION. The following Installation Design Criteria is prepared in
accordance with the requirements of Items 5 (a-5) and 5(b-5) of Contract NAS5-9035,
dated 14 July 1964. Subject criteria contains the information required to enable a
contractor normally in the business of installation of electronic equipment on shi'_board
to install and integrate subject item of equipment into an existing system. Equipment
provided is generally made up of separate unit_; therefore, cabling is not provided.
The type of cable connectors on the equipment is specified, insofar as is possible at
this time, to enable the installation contractor to provide proper material for the
installation. Racks are net provided for separate units except in the case of the signal
data demodulator where each unit makes up a complete rack of equipment. I_ems such
as instruction manuals, cable diagrams, etc. will be provided to assist the contractor
i1_.preparing for installation and in actt__al installation.
3, 8.3.2 EQUIPMENT TO BE INSTALLED.
3.8,3.2.1 SINGLE SYSTEM. The follewing items will be provided by Collins for a
single system equipment for instrumentation Apollo ships single system.
cne each - Updata subcarrier Oscillator
one each - Signal Data Demodulator
one each - Verification Receiver
one each - Power Amplifier Unit
one each - Acquisition Antenna and Feed
two each -- Parametric Amplifier
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Figure 3-16. Cable Block Diagram
GSFC 85' Dual System
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2 8.3.2.2 DUAL SYSTEM. The following items of equipment will be added to equip-
ment listed i_, section 1 to make up the equipment for instrumentation for
Apollo ships dual system.
one each - Updata Subcarrier Oscillator
one each - Signal Data Demodulator
one each - Verification Receiver
3.8.3.3 EQUIPM:ENT DESCRIPTION.
3.8.3.3.1 THE UPDATA SUBCARRIER OSCILLATOR. All components of this unit
are mounted on 19 x 3-1/2 inch standard rack panel. The unit requires ll0-volt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation will not exceed eighty (80) watts
and no cooling other than normal rack zentilation is required. The unit is made up of
two (2) subcarrier oscillators, one for voice and one for updata functions. Mode
switching for the unit is provided on the panel so that either or both of the oscillator
outputs are available at the output to the modulator at proper voltage level.
The inputs to both the voice and tone oscillator will be on 600 ohm lines balanced
to ground and the output following the combiner is at 1000 ohm. The inputs are to a 5-
pin Amphenol terminal #126-216; pins D a_c_ E are sioo-nals and pin II is shield. The
mating connector on the incoming cable is an Amphenol #126-223. The output is a
standard BNC connector.
A system block diagram of this unit is included as figure 3-9. Additional
information regarding Updata Subcarrier Oscillator is contained in Collins
Specification 126-0447-010. A dual system is made up by the addition of a second
unit.
3.8.3.3.2 SIGNAL DATA DEMODULATOR. The Signal Data Demodulator equipment
will be packaged in a standard Emcor rack 76-7/8 inches high, 22 inches wider and
25-1/2 inches deep. The components will be moun2ed on standard 19 inch panels. The
entire rack may require RFI shielding. RFI shielding requirements are not fully
determined at this time. The rat_k will be cooled with a 300 CFM McLean Blower
Model M2EB424. The blower will be mounted in the lower front of the rack and the air
will be exhausted from the rack by way of a filter mounted near the top of the rear door.
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The electrical requirements for this rack is one 15 amp circuit providing ll0-volt,
single-phase, 60-cycle power. The heat dissipation of the entire rack of equipment is
220 waits.
All inputs to this equipment at 10 MC or over will be on TNC connectors. Incoming
coaxial cables will be 50 ohm. Outputs from the unit will be on coaxial type BNC con-
nectors and outgoing coaxial cable will be 93 ohms. The total number of input and
output cables from the unit is not specified herein as these requirements wi!l be to a
great extent contingent on other equipment in the station and assigned mission; general
information regarding input and output functions is indicated on the block diagram of
this unit which is included as figure 3-10. Additional information regardi,_g the Signal Daa
Data Demodulator is contained in Collins Specification 126-0429-000. A dual system
is made up by the addition of the second complete unit.
3..8.3.3.3 VERIFICATION RECEIVER SYSTEM. The verification receiver system
consis'.s of a modified multirange telemetry receiver (Vitro Electronics type number
R-1037A) and a subcarrier demodulator panel. Each of the above referenced units is
mounted on a 19-inch by 5-1/4-inch standard rack panel. The total rack space
required per system is 10-1/2 inches. Total weight of the two units is approximately
40 pounds.
The units will dissipate a heat load of approximately 80 watts. The units operate
on ll0-volt, single-phase, 60-cycle clectrical power. A standard 15-amp circuit is
more than adequate for the operation load. No special cooling is required for this
equipment, and it performs in a satisfactory manner in a rack with normal ventilation.
A single coaxial cable type input at 50 ohms to an N-_,pe connector io provided on
the receiver. Cable between the receiver and the demodulator is provided with the
trait. The outputs from the demodulator are four BNC type connectors.
Additional information on the verification receiver system is contained in Collins
Specification 126-0431-001. A dual system is made up by the addition of a second
unit.
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3.8.3.3.4 S-BAND POWER AMPLIFIER.
3.8.3.3.4.1 GENERAL. The power amplifier presents the most complicated installa-
tion problem of the parti,A system. Certain details regarding the placement of equip-
ment are assumed or are recommended locations only in view of the fact that details of
the ship arrangement, etc., are not available to this contractor.
3.8.3.3.4.2 EQUIPMENT LAYOUT AND _OCATION.
(1) Power Supply and Power Amplifier.
The power amplifier power supply and powt;r ampliher should be
located in proximity to the operations room, but skould be in a separate
room because of power requirements, high voltages, and other hazards.
(2) RF Transmission to the Feed.
This contractor is re'qui red only to provide the rf output port from the
power _mplifier. Design of the waveguide system, coaxial or rotator joints,
etc., are to be provided by the installation contractor. Waveguide type
WR430 is used on rf transmission on other Apollo power amplifier systems.
(3) The Motor Generator Unit.
The motor generator unit produces a high noise level and cannot be
placed in the same room as the power supply or power amplifier in view
of discomfort to operating personnel. The unit can be placed in a rela-
tively small area providing proper _ooling facilities are available. Nomi-
nal soundproofing may be required.
(4) Heat Exchanger.
No heat exchanger is required for this system since it is directed
that the central shipVs liquid coolant system will be used.
(5) Remote Controls.
The remote controls for the power amplifier will b_ located in the
operations room. Exact location and arrangement will require coordi-
nation with the contractor providing rack and console for the operations
room.
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3.8.3.3.,t. 3 CABLING. A simplified tentative cable diagram has been included as
[igure 3-17. This outline indicates the various multiconductors and coax cables
needed for hlLerconnection of the equipment.
Each power amplifier cabinet will have three multiconduetor cables, one high
voltage cable, two coax cables, and one _ aveguide connected to it. The multiconductor
cables are for power and _.e coax cables are for the input from the PA driver and the
output to the "-erification receiver. The waveguide from the two PAYs will be connected
to the combiner and from there to the feed.
Cables for each power supply cabinet consists of the 208-volt input cable, control
cable from the remote console, interlock wiring, control cable to the heat exchanger,
400-volt cable from the motor generator, add the four cables to the power amplifier.
In addition, there will be an inlet and outlet pipe for the coolant from the heat
exchanger. The cabling and coolant lines are not provided with the unit. Connector
information is not finalized at this time, but mating connectors will be provided with
the equipment.
3.8.3.3.4.4 POWER CONSUMPTION AND VOLTAGE INPUT. The power amplifier
will be capable of an output power of 20 kw cw. The allowable power constunption for
each complete amplifier assembly, without heat. exchanger, is 48 kva at 10-kw radiated
power and 61 kva at 20-kw radiated power.
The voltage inputs to the various components of the power amplifier assembly
are as follows:
(1) Motor Generator, 440 volts, 3-phase
(2) Power Supply Cabinet, 208 volts, 3-phase.
3.8.3.3.4.5 HEAT DISSIPATION. The heat dissipation for the various components of the
the power amplifier assembly is as follows:
(1) Power Supply Cabinet, 3165W
(2) Motor Generator, 6 kw
(3) Power Amplifier Cabinet. - The amount of heat dissipated by the power
amplifier cabinet to the room will depend upon the difference between the
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Figure3-17. TentativeCableDiagram,ApolloShipsPA System
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room temperature and the inside cabinet temperature. Sources of heat
input to the cabinet are:
(a) Approximately 200 watts from the klystron heater
(b) Heat given off from the coolant manifold, which will be at an
average temperature of approximately 65° C (149°F).
3.8.3.3.4.6 WEIGHT. The weights of the units as given below are approximate. It
is assumed, however, that the actual values will not be greater than those given.
(1) Power Amplifier Cabinet, 1200 pounds
(2) Power Supply Cabinet, 4300 pounds
(3) Motor Generator, undetermined.
3.8.3.3.5 ACQUISITION ANTENNA AND FEED. The acquisition antenna and fee2
systcm design is not complete because of the ?ecent ,ddition of the polarization switch-
ing requirement. It is not possible in this instal]- 'n design criteria to provide com-
plete details as to mechanics of mounting the antcn:_ o_ LJ_eprime reflector. The
following general information and guidance regarding the si:c, _¢eight, mounting pro-
vision, cabling, and remote control of the acquisition system is provided.
(1) The Antenna and Radome.
The basic antenna is a 36-inch parabolic reflector with feeds enclosed
in a radome. Mounting attachments are provided for the sides of the
reflector. A preliminary sketch of the acquisition antenna is included in
figure 3-18. The weight of the entire assembly is estimated to be
90 pounds.
(2) Mountiug Provisions and Location.
The acquisition antenna may be mounted on the per_.phery of the
prime antenna or near the apex of the quadripod assembly (back-to-back
with subreflector of the prime system). The selection ,,_ the position for m
mounting the acquisition antenna will be contingent on n,echanical criteria,
plus blockage of the prime antenna. Electronically, operation of the
antenna will be satisfactory in either location.
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Figure 3-18. Outline, Acquisition Antenna
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(3) Cabling.
Three rf outputs to N-type connectors are provided on the side of
the antenna. These outputs include X error, Y error, and sum. The
sum channel is fed directly to the paramp and the X and Y channels to the
converter. An AN-_Tpe connector wil' ;eceive the control function for
the polarization switch. Polarization position indicator functions will be
provided on this same connector.
(4) Remote Polarization Control.
4 remote polarization control will be located in the operations room.
The control will be on a standard 3-1/2-inch rack panel. Cabling data
for the cable between the polarization remote control and the antenna will
be available later.
3.8.3.3.6 PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER. Two each parametric amplifiers are provided
for the Apollo Ships system. The main units are basically the sa:ne in appearance and
function; however, the unit for use with the main system will provide five outputs while
the unit for the acquisition system will provide only one output. Information regarding
the ship's antenna is not available to this contractor; therefore, actual position of the
parametric amplifiers on the ship's antenna cannot be specified. It is suggested that
the paramps be placed on the antenna as closely as possible to the feed system. Details
as to mounting must be worked out by the installation contractor. The remote control
unit for the antenna-mounted parametric amplifier is mounted in the operations room.
The case size of the antenna-mounted component is approximately 15-7/16 inches
by 10-]/8 inches by 9-1/2 inches. The unit will weight about 50 pounds. Four
mounting tabs with 9/32 holes are provided for mounting the unit. The case will be
pressurized, and heat will not dissipate from the unit by a flow of air through the unit.
The antenna-mounted unit will require 110-voit, single-phase, 60-cycle power.
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..r,IV
system performance
4.1 EFFECTS DUE TO THERMAL NOISE.
4.1. i EQUIVALENT ANTENNA NOISE TEMPERATURE.
The antenna noise temperature is basicallydetermined by the temperature of its
"observable" environment. The noi,_,_sources of the environment include land, sea,
atmosphere, radio stars, galaxies, and common impulsive noises. Common impulsive
noises are generally man-made, and the siteis generally selected to minimt_e such
noise sources. At low frequencies the major noise source is cosmic radio noise from
the sky and gives use to the concept of sky temperature, Tsky , which is an equivalent
black-body temperature of the sky. Tsky is equal to the temperature of the black-body
occupying the same region of the sky and giving the same noise intensityas that
actuallymeasured by the antenna.
The calculationof the effectivenoise temperature of an antenna must take into
account the antenna pattern and the multitude of noise sources at differenttemperatures.
1
The toolsfor making such a calculationare the principleof reciprocityand ray theory.
Reciprocity permits the assumption thatthe noise received by an antenna from each
directionover a small solidangle is propor'ional to the product of the absorbed power
in that direction,ifthe antenna were transmitting, and the ambient temperature of the
absorbing medium for the glven solidangle. Ray theory allows the 3-dimensional
pattern of the antenna to be divided intosmall solldangles or ray,_. For example,
1
R.C. Hansen, "Low Noise Antennas," The Microwave Journal, Vol. 2, No. 6
June 1959, pp 19-24
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t, narrow be:_m :Jntenna may be poLnted at about t0 ° above the horizon. Part of the
antenmJ pattern rays will strike the ground and be absorbed, representing noise at the
ground temperature. The energy of each ray that strikes the ground and is not
absorbed will be reflected (according to ray theory for reflection) and will be partly
absorbed in the atmosphere through which the ray travels. The remainder of the
energy will be absorbed in galactic space. Thus, for a ray that strikes the ground,
there are three different sources of noise; ground, air, and space, with with a different
ambient temperature. The ray temperature is found by adding the different contribu-
tions weighted according to ambient temperatures and the amount of power absorbed.
With a highly directive antenna, most of the rays will not strike the ground but will
pass through the atmosphere and be absorbed in galactic space. Thus, the n, _ iority of
the rays will have two noise sources; air and galactic space, each of which has a much
lower temperature than the ground. The noise temperature of the antewna is determined
by adding all of the ray temperatures.
This process of determining the noise temperature of an antenm, may be formu-
lated more concisely by using standard mathematical symbols. Assume that the
antenna is transmitting and divide its patterns into a number of rays. Let each ray
occupy the small solid angle A £ (all space is a solid angle of 4 7r steradians). Then
th
the i ray will have a fraction of the total radiated power given by G. A f_/4 7r where G.
th t 1
is the gain of the i ray determined by the antenna patterns and Js a function of fl.
This ray may be incident upon several objects, each with a different ambient tempera-
.th
tare and absorbing factors. Let a .. be the fraction of the t
D ray that is absorbed by
the jth body. In geueral, a.. is a function of the angle £ , because the absorption of1]
energy by a body is generally a function of the incident angle. Adding up the contribu-
tions from all of the rays, it can be shown 1 that the effective noise temperature T 'A
for the antenna is
/x £
T A' :- 2' G. _ T a..i 1 4 7r j j ij
where _ ij is the absorption ratio and T.] is the temperature of the jth body.
G.A_
1 represents the fraction of the total radiated power in the direction of interest.
4_
1
Ibid, p. IV-I
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In practice, the antenna noise temperature is calculated by dividing the antenna
pattern into several sections; the main lobe, sidelobes, and backh, bes, and an average
gain and ambient temperature is assumed for each of these sections. The resulting
section temperatures are added to determine the antenn_ effecitve noise temperatures.
For example, the backlobe structure noise contributions for a di_ ective antcnna
pointing towards the cold spot in the sky is assumed to be a hemisphere pattern of an
isotropic antenna the gai_l of which is the average gain of the back lobes with respect
to the main beam.
4.1.1.1 ANTENNA AT ZENITH. Using this procedure it is f'rst necessary to calcu-
1
late the percentage of power in the main beam, sidelebes, backlobes, etc. Hausen
gives the following for a circular aperture:
Percent Power in Percent Power Percent Power in
Taper Main Beam Between 1/2 Power Points Sidelobes
Uniform 83 47 17
2
(1 - p ) 98 61 02
2
It is evident that for the (1 - p ) illumination taper, the power density at the edge
of the dish is zero. This is a good assumption considering the low percentage of power
in the sidelobes. In _ractice, illumination tapers on the order of 10 db are used. A
good approximation for this illumination taper would be interpolated values of 91 per-
cent in the main beam, 54 percent power between half-power poirts and 9 percent
power in the sidelobes. However, these figures do not account for spillover pas_ the
subreflector or the parabolic reflector. Craphical Lltegrations have been perfomned
using the 30-foot Cassegrain geemetry and the following results were obtained:
(1) Spillover past the parabolic reflector, 7.5 percent
(2) Spillove_ past the hyperbola, 12.5 pvrcenc
(3) Power in the idealized antenna pattern, 80 percent.
These factors may be combined with the ones given above to give _he following:
Power in the main beam = (0.91) (0.80) (100%) = 72.8%
1
Ibid, p. IV-1
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Power in the sidelobes, 0-: +90° = [0. 125 + (. 085)(0.8)] [100_c] : 19.3_
Power in the backlobes, 0>+90 ° = [0.075 + (0.005)(0.8)] [100_] = 7.9_
Power be.Vween half-power points = (0.54)(0.8) = 43.2%
This assumes that the sidelobe distribution of the idealized pattern is such that 0.5
percent power is in the backlobes and the rest (8.5 percent) is L'_the remaining side-
lobes. Theta (0) is measured from the boresight axis.
Using tIansen's method, the noise temperature is calculated for the anterma
pointed at local zenith, ignoring solar contribut _ns. The a_nospher_c absorption
ratios are those given by Hansen, and they represent values for average angles of
incidence.
Main Beam and Upper Lobes, G = 0.728 + 0.193 = 0.921
Back Lobes, G + 0.079
Contribution to TA'Source Absorption Ratio (a _ Ambient Temp
Atmosphere (0. 021) 290°K (0.921)(. 021)(290) = 5.6°K
Galactic (1.0) 8°K (0. 921)(0.979)(8) = 7.2°K
Ground (1.0) 290"K (0.079)(1.0)(209) = 22.9°K
Antenna = 1.5*K
and Subreflector 2
Total r A, = 37.2°K
Li, :sy *r_onsmission lines between the antenna and the receiver attenuate the
noise power from the antenr_a while at the same time creating new noise due to thermal
losses. Thus, if the output noise temperature at the antenna input _erminals is TA',
the noise temperature at the output of the feed i_
-2 a -2a )T4 = TA' e + To(1 - e where a is the circuit losses in nepers and To
is the ambient temperature of the wavegmde. According to Rantect the power loss in
2
Advanced Antenna Study Program Prepared for JPL by Blaw Knox Co., et al,
l_ay _961, pp A-51 - A-61.
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the circuit and the horn is 0.5 db (or 0.0577 nepers). The antenna temperature for
a pointing angle of 0° from zenith and quiet sky is ten
TA = (37.2)(. 891) * 290 (1 -.891)
= 33.1 + 31.6
= 64.7°K
4.1.1.2 ANTENNA AT HORIZON. A similar calculation is presented for the antenna
pointed at the horizon. For this case it is assumed that 50 percent of the power
radiated strikes the ground.
\
T ContributiontoT A', Source a o
\.
_Atmosphere (0.15) 290°K (0.5)(0.15)(290)= 21.8°K
Galactic (1.0) 8°K (0.5)(1.85)(8) = 3.4°K
Ground (1.0) 290°K (0.5)(1.0)(290) = 145°K
Antenna ' = 1.5°K
and Subreflector
TotalTAt 171.7°K
Again, the effect of circuit losses is calculated to give the final antenna noise
temperature for the antenna pointed at the horizon.
T A = (171.7)(.891) + 290 (1 -.891)
= 153 + 31.6
TA = 184.6°K
4.1. ]. 3 ANTENNA POINTED AT MOON. For the case of the antenna pointed at the
moon, it is assumed that the moon is near zenith _ud quiet sky conditions exist° Then
the first set of calculations is valid if the nois_ uov:vr contribution of the moon is
considered. The moon subtends an angle of 0.5 ° at earth. Sh_ce the half-power beam-
width of the 30-foot antenna is approximately 1. _°, then the moou intercept, an average
of about 25 percent of the power between the half-power points. The contribution to T A'
by the moon is T = (0.43)(. 25)(a )(T )
m o
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An average fi_ure for "I is 200¢K3 while a is assumed to be 1.0.
O
Now T : (0.43)(.25)(1.0)(200)m
:: 21.5°K
T Contribution to T '
Source a o A
Atmosphere (0. 021) 290°K 5.6°K
Galactic (1.0) 8°K (0.91 -. 108)(1)(8) = 6.3°K
Groined (1.0) 290°K 22.9°K
Moon (1.0) 200°K 21.5°K
Antemta 1.5
and Subreflector
Total TAW = 57.8°K
Now T is calculated as before:A
W = (57.8)(.891) + (290)(1 - .891)A
= 51.5 + 31.6
= 83. I°K
4.1.1.4 SUMMARY.
Condition - Quiet Sky and Antenna Noise Temperature
Antenna pointed at zenith 64.7°K
Antenna pointed at horizon 184.60K
A,_tcnna pointed at the moon near zenith 83. I°K
4.1.2 SUM CHANNEL PERFORMANCE.
The tracking receiver to be used in the Unified S-Band system is furnished to
Collins Radio Company by the Government. Few details of the operation of the receiver
3
A, R. Giddis_ "Influence of External Noise on Antenna Temperature" Microwaves,
Vol. 3, No. 6, June 19(14t pp 16-21
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are available to Collins at this time other than those which apply to a similar receiver
now in use by JPL at the Goldstone trackiug facility'. In following paragraphs,
various relationships will be developed as they pertain *.o the operational aspects of the
Unified S-Band; however, it _" 't be recognized that these relationships are based on
the present JPL receiver a the information available to Collins.
4.1.2.1 PHASE LOCK LOOP BANDWIDTH. The sum channel loop has in the
present equipment three threshold noise bandwidths; 12, 48, and 152 cps. Since this
receiver utilizes limiting, the loop bandwidth is not a constant for all ranges of hlput
signal but increases with increasing signal level (as a function of the limiter
suppression factor). At strong signals the loop noise bandwidths become 121, 252,
and 478 cps, respectively.
Input signal power required for maintenance of receiver lock is a function of
the system noise temperature. Using the parametric amplifier and with the antenna
pointed at a quiet sky Dthe effective system noise temperature is 192.2°K. Tabulated
below are values for threshold trader various operating conditions and bandwidths.
ANTENNA ANTENNA SYSTEM** THRESHOLD* 152 CPS
POINTING TEMP TEMP 12 CPS BW 48 CPS BW BW
Quiet Sky 64.7°K 192.2°K -165 dbm -159 dbm -154 dbm
Horizon 184.6*K 312. I°K -163 dbm -157 dbm -152 dbm
Moon 83. I'K 210.3°K -164.5 dbm -158, 6 dbm -153.5 dbm
* At the rf carrier design threshold, the signal-to-noise ratio in the threshold
closed-loop bandwidth (2BLo) is unity (S/N = 1) and the phase error in _.e loop
due to noise is i. 0 radian rms.
** The parametric amplifier has a 1.6- noise figure referred to 290°K. The
effective internal noise temperature of the paramp is then:
T = (F-l)T or T = (1.44-1)290°KO
T = 127.5°K -
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In order to determine maximum tracking range for various bandwidths the
following assumptions concerning l_he spacecraft equipment have been made:
Spacecraft Power Amplifier output, P = 10 watts or +40 dbm
s
Spacecraft antenna gain, Gt = I or 0 db.
The range equations may be computed:
P
r
-- = G Gt k 2
Pt r (4--_r) (1)
0.3 kw
k = where r in (1) is in km (2)f
rflc
then,
P
r 6.3 2
G - (Pt G) Ii rkm 4. ) (3)r mc
Space loss in db notation is:
= + 20 log f + 32.4 db (4)LF_? 20 log rkm me
I_¢ : +40 5_m
A
G == Odb
t
A
G = 44 db
r
A
P = Received power (receiver input) = KT B at threshold,
r e
• The general down-link equation is then:
Pr = Pt + Gr + LFS in dbm (5)
Pr = +40 + 44 - (20 log rkm + 20 log 2.285 + 32.4)dbm (6)
Pr = +84 - 67.2 - 32.4 - 20 log rkm dbm (7)
Pr = -15.6 - 20 log rkm dbm a (8)
and at threshold:
KTeB = -15.6 - 20 log rkm dbm (9)
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Figure 4-1 is a plot of received carrier power levels at ranges up to and beyond
lunar distances. Each line of the plot is representative of the carrier power available
with the modulations indicated by the various modes. Since the phase lock receiver
tracks carrier component only, modulation indices affect total tracking distance
attainable before reaching threshold. Three vertical lines in figure 4-1 represent
threshold at the loop bandwidths of the receiver. In aH modulation modes indicated,
it is noted that tracking can be maintained to the lunar surface with a 15-rib margin at
the widest loop bandwi.Jth. With no reduction in carrier power due to modulation and
with narrowest loop bandwidth (12 cps), a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of 37.5 db can
be attained at lunar distances.
In the earth orbit stage, typical power levels received will be -70 dbm for a S/N
ratio of 95 db. Earth orbit is assumed to be at an altitude of 150 nautical miles (278 km).
At this altitude the slant range at an antenna angle of 0 = 90° (horizon) will be 1904 km.
The assumed relation between slant range and 0 is:
r 1 = -6370 sin 0 + 1904 (11-2 sin 2 0 - 1) 1/2 km (10)
Slant range r 1 (for 150 NM orbit) is shown in figure 4-2 plotted as a function of 0.
The mean distance from earth to lunar surface is appro_mately 378,000 _ for
an antenna angle 0 of 0° (zenith).
4.1.2.2 RECEIVER DATA OUTPUTS. The previous paragraph treated received
signal power as a function of range for phase loop tracking purposes only. A communi-
cation threshold fo_ various modulation modes can be determined for maximum ranges.
This data is presented In figure 4-3, which is a plot of tota' signal-to-noise power
density required at mode threshold, Pr/_n, for the various modulation modes. Agah_.,
it is emphasized that the spacecraft antenna gain is assumed to be 0 db. It is evident
that considerable improvement will be noted with an antenna gain of 20 db or more.
However, based on the gain assumptions made for this pualysis, margins of up to 40 db
over the required P /_ are indicated for earth orbit operations.
r n
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I Figure 4-1. Received Carrier Power Levels at
Ranges Up to and Beyond Linear Distances
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Figure 4-2. Slant Range r 1 for 150-Nautical-Mile Orbit
as a Function of 0
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Figure 4-3. Total Signal-to-Noise Power Density
Required at Mode Threshold
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4.1.2.3 RECEIVER OPERATION FOR LUNAR ORBIT. The 30-foot Cassegrain
antenna has a beamwidth of approximately 1.1 °. A hmar orbit of 150-mile altitude
subtends an angle at earth of 32 minutes of arc. Therefore, if the 30-foot antenna rf
boresight is placed at the center of the moon, the e mrgy received from the orbiting
spacecraft will be down approximately 0.7 db from the beam maximum.
No attempt has been made in this report to analyse the effects of spacecraft
blockage of the antemm pattern or the pattern nulls; however, assuming that an antenna
of at least 20 db of directed gain is used at the spacecraft, the 30-foot antenna stations
could be used for communication at lunar orbit distances.
The gain margins in the up-data link (developed in paragraph 4.3) indicate that
both acm and LEM can be simultaneously communicated with by a 39-foot antenna
dual station.
4.1.3 DIFFERENCE CHANNEL PERFORMANCE_
4. I. 3.1 THERMAL NOISE TRACKING ERRORS. The rms angle error caused by
the rcceiver thermal noise is derived in the following paragraphs. Figure 4-4 is
a simplified block diagram of either X- or Y-axis of the tracking system. PS is the
received signal power level and N is the equivalent thermal noise due to the effective
system noise tempe;ature.
I , AGC I -8-A
_,_X _ I S2
+ (1 * t2 S)
tEE,ANDANT [ ,.... _CE_WR I'
NOISE SERVO
%
Figure 4-4. Simplified Block Diagram of System
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" K is the error slope of the antenna and feed system normalized tc the suma
channel signal.
The transfer function to the noise in the difference channel is shown in figure 4-5.
The acceleration error coefficient K a of the system Js equal to KRKcKsK A and
the closed loop transfer function is derived as follows:
KRKd. K S ( 1 + r 1S)
_rPS S2(I+ r S)2
G(S) = (1)
KRKcKsKA(1 + rlS)
i+
82(1 + r S)2
1+ rS
Ka 1
G(S) - (2_
KA ']P-S r S3 22 +S +K_+K_ rlS
i+ r S
1 1
G(S) - (3)
KA _S 1+ ,iS+ 1/K_ S2+ r2/-K_ S3
NOISE < _] Vl_ss K_ --- $2] (i+ ,ss_/
II _
Figure 4-5o Noise Input to Angle Output
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Figure 4-6 illustrates the relations between the parameters of the preceding
equations_
TC = _ rl 1"2
db 2 !fl -
£
K 1
2 1 i K - _ -
_ _ r 2
r 1 c nr
1 *os W
• r 1
-2
F_are 4-6. Bodie Plot of Servo Open Loop
1
Since Ka - 2 (3)
n T
c
may be simplified to:
: G (s) 1 [1 l+nr S ]
= c (4)
JP-s 2 S2 3S3 jKA +n r S+nr + rC C C
s 1f 1sc ]2 2 (5)KA_Ps 14 rcS )(l+(n+ 1) rcS rc S
Figure 4-7 is a Bodie plot of the closed loop transfer function.
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i
t
tO
"_1 i rl
r_
o
c_ °)C T
C
t%
_ i
1 _o._ _oc _ log o
Figure 4-7. Bodie Plct of Servo System Closed Loop
2 may be computed from G (S) and theThe mean squared _racking error, z_ @A'
system thermal noise power spectrum, ¢ , as follows.
n
.
_ fJCO
2 1 2
AOA - 2_'j Cn G(S) ds (6)
-joo
where: A O2 is the mean square noise ix, degrees ¢ is power spectralA n
density of the system thermal noise in watts per cps
2 C (S) C (-S) 1
G (S) = G (S) G (-S) = d (S) d (-S) KA _V_---
02 _ n 1 C (S) C (-S) (7)
h (KA_ DFfi--) 2 2r, j d (S) d (-S)
We may define:
f
1 / c(s) c (-s)
2/_ - 2_rjaj d(S) d(-S)
ds (7a)
-j ¢o
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}_,q__.re"fl is the equivalent noi¢c bandwidth:
2[_2 n
a 0 = _8)
Using equation (5) in (7a) gives:
n
: CPS -4 r (n - i)
c
1
For n : 4_ and : : oJ , which is in radians per second,
re c
/_ : 0.,422 _o (cps) (10)
c
where: ¢_ is in radiums/see and is the servo open loop unit gain crossover
c
frequency.
is in cps
Substituting the value of fl and P in milliwatt_ into equation (8) and solving fors
the rms noise
2 29.1[¢n _t.OA - <_ Ps
(ii)
The 2-sided noise spectral density is derived as follows:
2 • = K T A + F (12)n KT300
where:
-23
K is Boltzmann's Constant = 1.38 x 10 watts per cps per degree Kelvin.
T is the temperature of the antenna and assumed to be 60°K.A
T is the temperature at the input of tlm receiver
300
F is the noise figure of the receiver difference channel mid is 10 db
-20
¢ : 2.07 x 10 (watts per cps) (13)
n
-1
K A is the normalized antenna error slope and is 1.39 deg for the 30-foot
-1
antenna and feed and approximately 0.13 deg for thz 3-foot acquisition
antenna at 2300 mc.
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St,bstituting these values into equation (9) results in
i/2
A = 2.9 x 10 PS (14)
Figure 4-8 is a plot of the error uormalized for _ of one radian per secondc
vers_ts the sum channel signal carrier component for the autotrack mode. Figure 4-9
is a plot of autotrack errors due to thermal noise versus sum channel power for the
servo bandwidLhs. Also shown is a !oci of bandwidth to limit the antenna axis peal,:
acceleratioD to 5°/sec 2 due to receiver noise. Since tie servo is intentionally limited
at 5°/sec 2 acceleration; the linear system model does not app:y for random tracking
errors causing acceleration in excess of 5°/see 2. A line is drawn at the -120 dbm
signal level, which represents approximately a 20,000-nautical mile range for the
S-band target. ::
4.1.3.2 RANGE LIMITATION DUE TO THERMAL TRACKING ERRORS. Expected
receiver sum channel power is plotted in figure 4-1. Note tb_t the range correspond-
ing to a -120 dbm signal is about 38,000 kilometers or approximately 20,000 nautical
miles. The expecte6 received power is inversely proportional to the range squ::red
aud the tracking error is inversely proportional to the sum channel power; conse-
quently the thermal amplitude error is directly proportional to range. This is plotted
in figure 4-I0, which shows the maximum 3-sigma errors due to thermal noise as the
range is varied.
4.1.3.3 SUMMARY OF THERMAL NOISE TRACKING ERRORS. Figure 4-10 sum-
marizes the 3-sigma errors due to thermal noise in the servo bandwidths proposed
for satellite range in nautical miles. £o get the expected errors in the acquisition
mode, multiply the values on the graph by a factor of 10.
4.1.3.4 IMPROVEMENT IN PERFORMANCE UTILIZING COOLED RF AMPLIFIER.
Some interest has been indicated in the use of a cooled paramp or a maser as a low-
noise amplifier for use in the Unified S-Band. A comparison is made between the
system temperature of tim present _ uipment (paragraph 4.1.3.1) and the temperature
that could be achieved with a coole,a device.
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Fig_tre4-9. Autotrack Errors Due to Thermal Noise Vs.
Sum Channel Power for Scrvo Bandwidths
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Figure 4-10. Maximum 3-Sigma Errors Due to Thermal Noise
as Range is Varied
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" Assuming the use of a ccoled paramp or a maser with a 20°K noise temperature,
the following comparisons are made with the Unified S-Band paramp, which has a
127.5°K noise temperature. THRE SttOLD
ANTENNA ANTENNA SYSTEM 12 CPS F, V 48 CPS BW 152 CPS BW
POINTING TE MP TE MP (dbm) (dbm) (dbm)
Quiet Sky 64.7°K 84.7°K -168.6 -162.6 -156.6
Horizon t84.6°K 204,6°K -!64.8 -158.8 -153.8
-1,_7.6 -161.7 -156.6
Moon 82. I°K 103. I°K
it is seen that 3.6-db and 1.8-db improvement are o _ined for the antenna pointed at
quiet s_- and hori zon, respectively.
4.2 COMPOSITE MAIN TRACKING SYSTEM ERRORS, GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT
CENTER.
Servo Specification GSFC-TDS- SRV-30, paragraph 3.3.3.10, states that
" . . . the overall tracking error shall be no greater than 1.5 minutes (0.025 °) of arc
at a tracking frequency of 2300 me. The tracki2g error is defined as the 3-si_o_rna
error for a Gaussian distribution of rando.'_; variaties present in the system under the
highest signal Co-noise ratio and maximum receiver sensitivity conditions. The
systematic errors such as mechanical misalignment, electrical bias, receiver phase
shim, and fixed tra._slation errors shall not exceed 40 seconds of arc under the above
conditions. The antenna shall be capable of tracking witl_An the above random error
tolerances in winds to 20 mph at 4° per second. In 20-mph to 3-mph winds, the
tolerances can be doubled and in 30-mph to 45-mph winds, the tolerance can be
increased fourfold..."
Thc tracking error specified above does not include tracking receiver thermal
noise errors since it is specified for arbitrarily lar_-_e signals.
In the sections that follow, the individual error contributions are summari-,ed
and a composite error prediction is given.
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The system error on a per =_xis basis is defined here as the difference between
the true direction of arrival of the respective axis ccmponent rf signal and the axis
angle as measured by the system axis position encoder while in _he autotrack mode.
The total axis component error is separated into systematic (predictable and repeatable)
errors and the 3-signm value of the composite random (nonpredictable) error. The
random errors are assumed to bc statistically indeper 'ent, to have Gaussian distribu-
tions_ and to have zero mean valiles; therefore, the rms or 1 _ value of the composite
is equal to the square root of the sum of the variances of the individual contributors.
The main contributors to the tracking error are as follows:
(1) Rf boresight shift relative to axis angle encoders -- caused by random
and systematic dish deflections, feed deflections, feed boresight shift
thermal and receiver noise, etc. If these processed boresight shifts are
within the servo bandpass and are reduced by the ser¢o, then an error
is generated. Random errors may be due to thermal noise or to w_md
torques, whereas systematic errors may be due to antenna attitudes,
gravity loads, etc.
(2) Axis angle measuring is subject to its own dynamic errors, quantitizing
errors, shaft coupling deflectio_., and numerous others that contribute
both random and systematic errors.
The overall system axis tracking error is defined as the difference between
the true direction to the rf target and the axis angle as measured by the system axis
position encoders. This error would include axis errors pre-/iously described plus
error,_ due to rf transmission from the target to the antenna. Errors due to refrac-
tion and reflections ave present but are not tabulated in this report.
4.2.1 ANTENNA AND FEED SYSTEM ERRORS.
The antenna structure rf boresight axis component referred to axis readout
shaft aud corrected for deflection from axis readout attachment to the ground survey
monument are given in table 4-1. The errors are calculated and tabulated in Part II,
2
section 1, of this report. A 20-mph wind and a structure acceleration of 5°/sec
_re the environmental conditions.
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h- TABLE 4-1. SUMMARY OF ANTENNA STBUCTURE ERRORS
RANDOM ,S_YSTEMATIC
UNITS 3-signm values peak values
X Y X Y
Seconds 34 36 40 59
De_ees .094 (Jl o011 .011
4.2.2 SERVO DRIVE E]?_RORS.
Figure 4-11 is a summary of the maxi_mm expected 3-slgma values of servo
tracking errors as derived in Part !I, section 12, of this report. All of _he servo
errors are classified as random errors. Note that this graph is for a 20-mph mean
value of wind with Gaussian distributed 3-sigma gusts to 35 mph. Also tracking
dwmmics, gear noises, etc., are included; br,t rf thermal noise, antenna rf boresight,
and readout errors are not shown. The errors are those generated when the servo
tries to reduce the difference between the rf angle o'. arrival and the processed r _.
boresight to a minimum value.
The total rms error is the 1-sigma value calculated by taking the sqtutre root
of the sum of the variances of the individual errors. The total error is composed of
wind torque induced err_rs_ dynamic errors due to acceleration maximums, and
errors due to gear position noise. The 3-sigma value of the gear noise is assumed to
be 0.00b ° and to be corLstant. The servo budge_, is given in table 4-2 for an earth
satellite in a 130-mile high circular orbit.
Since it is assumed that the servo bandwidth will be decreased as the signal
level decreases, a budget for each bandwidth is given.
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1
Figure 4-1t. Summary of the Maximum Expected 3-Sigma Values
of Servo Tracking Errors
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TABLE 4-2. SERVO ERROR BUDGET
-1
RANDOM 3-SIGMA ERRORS I
i
SOURCE SERVO BANDWIDTH SYSTEMATIC i
i
' Xi X. 5 X. 25 X. 12 ]
I
' 20-MPH Wind .002° .006° .009 .013 None
Dynamic Errors
due to Acceleration .006° .024 .96° .36° None
Maximums. For 10
130-Mile Ka- 2 Ka = 2.5 Ka= 0.6 Ka= 0.16 None
Satellite sec
Errors due to 0.006"- 0.006 ° 0,006 ° 0.006 ° None ik
Gear Position
Noise and
Servo Drift Nil Nil Nil Nil None
TOTAL
•009 .925 .097 0.38 None
3-sigma
4.2.3 COMPOSITE SYSq'EM TRACKING ERROI-,.
Table 4-3 summarizes the expected errors derived from the subsystem error
analysis. Figure 4-12 is a plot showing expected random tracking error v6rsus
satellite range minus the effects caused by polarization errors of the feed and minus
rf transmission path errors.
It is seen that additional servo bandwidth restriction may reduce the tracldng
errors at long ranges by reducing the effects of thermal noise; the overall effec t is
currently being st_Idied.
4.2.4 INCREASED ACCURACY -- ANTENNA SUBSYSTEM.
A meeting was held with Blaw-Knox to discuss the cost of increasing the accuracy
of the antenna subsystem by factors of up to 5 times that to which the system is
presently being designed.
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l,'igure 4-12. Expected Random 'Ivauking Error Vs. Satellite Range
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TABLE 4-3. SUMMAHY OF TI_ACKIN.; EIIRORS
SWSTEMATIC
Servo -- see figure 4_-11 0.009 at max ban !width --
Antenna Structure 0.01 per axis 0. 011
(see paragraph 4.2.1)
Receiver Thermal Noise 0.002 --
(P _ -110 dbm)S
(see figure 4-12)
Axis Position Encoder 0.0042 --
Feed-Exclusive of Polarization Errors 0.005
3-sigma = 0.015 0.011
Feed Polarization Error 0.01
_1% of bea,nwidth Desiga
Objective -3'7_ max. )
3-sib.-z..,a 0.018
As a result of the above meeting, it is felt that a study program would have to
be undertaken to determine the best me,hod of approach for satisfying both economies
and the desired accuracies. Several methods were mentioned ior improving the
accuracy, among them were:
(1) Possible use of a radome
(2) Testing and selection of axis bearings and other critical components
(3) Removal of all systematic errors by use of a computer aar! programmer
technique
(4) Use of materials with higher modules of elasticity
(5) Possible us_ of cast aluminum reflector support structure with controTled
environment.
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In the tracking error analysis for the 39-foot antenna autotrack mode, two error
contributors are dominant: (1) the error due to polarization shift and (2) the rf thermal
noise contribution for satellite heights above 20_ 000 miles.
Although allcwed a polarization error of 3 percent of beamwidth, Collixis haz
set a goal and budget of 1 percent c,r appro:.imately 0.01 °. The effort necessary to
insure a 0.5 percent polarization error maximum is an unknown quantity since many
systcm parameters can affect this total error. For example, the dish elipticity, feed
characteristics, quadrapod rf shadows, etc., can all contribute. Analysis and
improvement beyond 1 percent of beamwidth will requil_e additional system testing and
hand pruning of the overall system on a test range, ff decreased polarization error
is required, Collins recommends that a study contract be awarded.
The rf thermal noise increases as the satellite range increases but decreases
as the square root of the servo bandwidth decreases.
K1 f_- c K2 r_cA0 : =
Ka a
where:
r is the satellite range
f is tb._ se'_wo open loop unii: gatti crossover frequencyc
K is the antenna gain slope characteristic
a
K is a constant
2
For conditions in which the target dynamics or ambient winds demand a h_.gh
dynamic response of the servo system but the received signal-to-noise ratio from the
target is too low for high accuracy traektPg, an alternate aided track mode called
autoprogram is planned. In this mode the inputs from the programmer are essentially
high--passed to suoply the high dynamic response. The receiver outputs and low-
passed to filter the rf thermal noise and are then used to correct the positions as
commanded by the taped data,
The exact performance of this mode is presently being studied on the Collins
analog computer program and is not available at this time. It is hoped that this mode
of operation will ex'tend the range of operation while maintaining accurate tracking.
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In our opinion the plot shown in figure 4-13 is representative of what could be
expected by utilizing the present concepts but making design ,and component changes
to improve the overall subsystem.
Curve number 2 is an approximation using new design concepts and fabrication
processes. To arrive accurately at curves such as those plotted above would require
extensive researching and analysis of the state-of-the-art for all materials and
components o
4.3 ACQUISITION SYSTEM ERRORS.
GSFC servo specification GSFC-TDS-SRV-30, paragraph 3.3.3.9, states that
"... The overall tracking error (wind velocity below 20 mph) shall be no greater
than 12.0 minutes of arc at a tracking frequency of 2300 mc. The tracking error is
defined as the 3-sigma error for a Gaussian distribution of random variants present
in the system under the highest signal-to-noise ratio and maximum receiver sensi-
tivity conditions." The specification thus states that the random 3-sigma value is
+0.2 °. Table 4-4 lists the expected random and systematic error,_ associated with
the acquisition system.
TABLE 4-4. EXPECTED RANDUM AND SYSTEMATIC ERRORS
SOURCE 3-SIGMA RANDOM SYSTE MATIC
Servo Errors 0.009 ° --
20 mph + 3-sigma gusts
to 35 mph
Antenna Structure .01 o 0.017 °
At Attachment Point Relative
to Axis
3-foot Dish and Feed
Wind and Acceleration (Budget) 0.01 °
Crosstalk (Max.) 0.02
Alignment 0.084 °
Axis Encoders 0.0042
3-sigma = 0.027 0.101 °
Feed Polarization Error 0.1
(1% at Beamwidth)
Total 3-sigma = 0.104
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Figure 4-13. Expected Results from Using Present Concepts
Plus Design and Component Improvements
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At a signal strength of -120 dbm in the sum channel, the 3-sigma _rror is
approximately +0.208 °. Figure 4-14 is a plot of expected i-ece_ver thermal noise
errors versus satellite range. Figure 4-15 is a plot of expected errors versus
satellite height. Note that beyond 10, 000 miles a plot is made for a noise bandwidfh
of 0.014 cps, showing that extended range tracking is possible if an aided track mode
such as autoprogrammer is used. The autoprogrammer is planned for the 30-foot
system, but is not planned for acquisition.
4.4 TRANSMIT PERFORMANCE.
4.4.1 GENERAL.
The transmit or up-data link is composed, for purposes of this analysis, of the
power amplifier (PA), rf transmission line, rf networks and feed, 30-foot antenna,
space path, and spacecraft receiving system. The detailed parameters of the space-
craft receiving system are not known to Collins Radio Company; however, two basic
assumptions are made concerning the receiving system. The receiving antenna is
assumed to have unity gain, and the effective receiver threshold is assumed to
be -140 dbm.
4.4.2 TRANSMITTED SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS.
The radiated signal is basically a composite of three signals modulated on the
S-Band carrier. These signals are combined as shown in figure 4-16. However,
the full details of the individual signal parameters are not known at this time.
It is assumed that the sideband pow3r will be such that the carrier and all sub-
carriers will reach their respective thresholds simultaneously.
4.4.3 UP-DATA LINK RANGE CONSIDERATIONS.
Certain parameters should be determined prior to c_lculating system range.
The input to the power amplifier is specified at 0.5 watt. The PA itself will have a
n;,inimum gain of 47 db. The transmission line losses (waveguide, rotary joints, etc. )
will not exceed 0.5 db. The feed and rf network subcontractor has defined the 2100-
mc parameters of the feed and antenna as shown in the following listing.
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• O0 g H q 10 $ 5 6 7 8 _ 10
I00 1000 10,000 100,000
S.\ I'E IA,I'I'I,: RANGE I,'llOM ANTENNA N3UTICAL MILES
1,'igm'e -t-14. l,:xpected Receiver Thermal Noise gr_'ors Vs. Satellite Range
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IFigure 4-15. Expected Errors Vs. Satellite Height
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70 KC
PM, +90 °
2100 MC
so_1_ 1 KC I
200 l_/s
+
PRN
PM
FM
30 KC _-_+7.5 KC Dev.
I VOICE
Figure 4-16. Up-Data Link Modulation Scheme
2
I R loss (feed and rf network) -0.5 db
Aperture efficiency loss -0.4 db
Aperture blockage -0.3 db
Parabola/hyperbola surfa qerance losses -0.1 db
Spillover loss -1.0 db
Phase error loss -0.3 db
Polarization error loss -0.1 db
Antenna directivity +46.0 db
Antemla gain +43.2 db
The spacecraft receiver threshold +,s assumed to be -140 dbm. Again using
P /P G G k )2
r t r t ('_-'r_ r
0.3 km
X _ r in km
f
me
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Or
P 0.3 2
r (PtGt) _ .... )O "f r _ n"
r _ me km
ERP SPACE LOSS
Ix, decibel notation, '_pace loss is
A
= +201ogf + 32.4dbLFS 20 log rkm mc
A /,, A
P = P -_ 47 db where P. is power in dbm applied to the power amplifier
t in m
iqput
/"
G = +43.2 db
t
A
G = 1 or 0 db (assumed)
r
f\ A A
P = 140 db + P where P is the excess power or gain margin in db.
r rn ' m
The general up-data equation may now be written as
A
P - 140dbm = P. + 47db + 43.2db - 32.4db - 20 logf .
m in mc
- 20 log rkm
iff = 2100,
rnc
A A
P = P + 131dbm - 20 log r
m in km
4.4.3.1 EARTH ORBIT. If a circular orbit of 150-nautical--mile altitude is
assumed, the range r 1 at 0° antenna elevation angle will be 1904 km. This range will
vary inversely with the antenna elevation angle, 0, as follows
r = -6730 sinO + 904 .2 sin 0 - i km
1
The slantrange isplottedinfigure4-17 as a functionof O. The gainmargin varies
withO by thefollowingexpression:
4
_" P = 158dbm - 20 log (6370 sin O + 1904 ll,Z sin O + 1)
m
This relationship is also shown in figure 4-17.
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It may be seen that the cp-data system, in earth orbit, contains considerable
gain margin. The effects on this margin by reducing the input to the power amplifier
are shown in figure 4-18.
4.3.3.2 LUNAR ORB!T. The mean distance from the earth's surface to the moon
(for 90° antenna elevation angle) is approximately 378,000 km. The gain margin
equation now becomes
P = P + 19.4dbm.
m in
This relationship indicates a 46.4-db power margin if P - 0.5 watt - +27 dbm.in
The effects of changes in input power upon gain margin _re shown in fioo_re 4-19.
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l,'igure -t-18. I,:ffects on Gain Margin by Reducing Input to PA
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C
I. SC_)PE:
Tb.: function of this system is to demodulate, with the most efficient dcmodula-
D tion techniques, the transmission modes of the Unified S-Band communication down-
link as described in this specification. After demodulation, the system will
_ilter, amplify, and distribute the data to its proper data reception points in
the overall Unifted S-B_nd System.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
(a) HIL-E-4158C USAF (reference), Electronic Equipment Ground:
General Requirements For
(b) MIL-F-14072, Finishes for Ground Signal Equipment
(c) NPC200-3, NASA Quality Publication
(d) GSFC-TDS-PCES-I, Packing and Crating Equipment for Export Shipment
(e) GSFC-TDS-RFS-208, Revision i, Environmental Conditions
(f) MIL-C-45662A, Calibration Standards
(g) MIL-I-26600. Interference Control Requirements, Aeronautical Equipment
(.I.) Enclosure I to Exhibit F of GSFC PEP Control Number lOOOl dated
1.8 November 1963 (Applicable to Shipboard equipment only.)
3. GENERAL REQUIRF_NTS
3.1 OPERATIONAL CRITERIA
The system described by this specification must he capable of demodulating the
data transmission modes defined in Tabi_ I and described in paragraph 3.2.
Selection circuitry will enable an operator to properly connect the d_,nodu\ation
system components for reception of any of the data transmissior_, mode '_. A]I of
the selection circuit functions are to be controlled from the front panel and
• not by chaHging cables or plug-in modu-les, in addition, remote s_lection of
circuit functions will be provided, where specifically indlcated ill this
spe¢if icat ion.
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F .i.m i• i i
This demodulation system m_st be compatible wi=h existing receivers an4 _'-_H
must be capable of demodulating rf spectrums centered at 50 MC and I0 MC. The 50 MC_
3 'data ceke off point is not controlled by AGC, and a 50 HC amplifier wlth appropriate
AGC action is required as part of the demodulation system. The use of #_C circuitry
in the carrier phase demodulator channel may also be required as d6fiued in Fare-
graph 5.4.8.
The receiver carrier frequency may be either phase modulated or frequency modulated.
4
Therefore, this system will consist of two subsystem_ which contain tne tilters,
subcarrier demodulators and distribution amplifiers required to transform t_
received data into suitable form for recordLns, luther ?rocessins_ and audio or
visual monitoring. In addition, narrow band phase d_e_odulstion is required for
carrier demodulation of the emergency voice channel.
A conceptual block diagram is shown in Figure I.
The isolation _mplifier (paragraph lO) and subcarr_er _modulstors (parasraph 11)
-4D 3 are required to be physically separable from the demodulator. These units mus_, q_"
therefore, have power supplies separate from those of the rest of the syst-,,.
The signal data demodulator system shall operate with Apollo ltnnge and kr_e Rata
(R & RR) receiver as shown in Figure 2 and as ,peclfled _n parasraph 3.2.1. The
demodulator performance when operating with _he R & PR receiver Rhall be as
specified herein. In addition, the demodulator system shall operate, with
negligible reducr.ion of performance, with an interim tr_cklng receiver as specified
in paragraph 3.2.2. in cases where conflicts of design occur between these _o
receivers, the R & RR receiver interface parameters shall take precedence.
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3.2. I.I 50 MC OL'TPUT SIGNAL LEVEL
Max:mum: +15 dbm. MJn_mum: Be]_ _herm.,-1noise.
The noise power density at the -nput to the demodulator system will be
-I09 dbm per c,cle per second.
3.2. 1.2 I0 MC OUTPUT
The level of the car_ier componcqt of the i_nal, to _e accepted _,- the
demodulator wi'ho::t man',al adJ .tment, will k.ewithin the ran.-e of -65 to
-75 d_m. Thi_ component will _u co-.rrolled within +_i db for an,: given R
RR receiver. Level of other "i_-nal components will he determined bv the
modu fat ion.
3.2. i.3 OUTPb'r IMPEDANCE
50 ohms, VSWR 1.5:1 n_axlmum.
3.2 I.4 DATA DEMODULATOR TAKEOFF POINTS
The 50 MC signal Is derived in the receiver prior to any AGC action. The
point is w_thln a phase-lock loop but the loop will not necessaril? be
locked during fm operation, Max_,_:._ freq,,e._cy u::certalnty of _he carrier
d..,eto all ca,,ses will be +150 kc. The carrier frequency demodulator wil].
operate with the maximum Doppler rates of the Apollo Spacecraft and the
n_ximum search rateL of the R & RR receiver and the spacecraft receiver.
The lO HC sJ._lL_ 14 derived _rcm :b_ R & _ :ecelv¢_ :_ a pola: _i_h_m bo_
the _arri_r trac_'i, and AGC loop _, Frequency u.,certalntv of the carrier
w_l tc L4 c£ .
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D 3.2.1.5 OL_PUT (IF) BANDWIDTRS AT -3 DB POINTS:
50 MC output...iO mc minimum
LO MC outpuc...3.3 mc mln_mom
3.2.2 INTERIM TRACKING RECEIVER C_ARACI_RISTI¢_ :
3.2.2. I 50 MC OUTPI_ LEVELS :
When the tracking receiver Is locked, the carrier component of the 0igttal
w,li be controlled to a fixed level of -I0 dbm +3 db by tbm receiver, and
the level of the signal components other than the earrlor viii vary vith
the modulation. When the tracking receiver is unlocked, tba -I0 dbm +3
db level applies to the total signal power.
3.2.2.2 i0 MC OUTPWf LEVELS :
Fixed level of 0 dbm d: 3 db with condition. _ identical to tho6e of the 50
output.
3.2.2.3 OUTPUT IMPEDANCE :
-4D 3 50 ohms, VSW_. I.5 :i mx_autl
3.2.2.4 OUTPUT BANDWIDTHS AT _3 DB POINTS:
50 MC output...IO mc minimum
10 )4C output...5 mc mlnxmum
3 3 SIGNAL PARAMETERS (TABLE I)
3.3.1 APOLLO MODULATION PA_IAM_TERS
I & II Modes and Ch_nnel_
There arm a _otal of sixteen poaalble received modes, tour of there modej
have PRN ranging onl, for modulation end are therefore not ligted in thi0
specification. In all _odaa excoptl,W, & G, telemetry, where imlieattd,
has been phase-modulated onto a 1.02/¢-mc subearriar ar_l "4olce , where
Indxcated, after linearly combining with blommdicel fm aubearrlara, hat boon
frequency modulated onto a 1.25 me eubcarrier. When talovi01on, _ r_
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D op, : :ional _c.n,-.lo) a_bct_rlic:s a._d the above voice and telemetry
si_.als ar@ shown tn co:nbtt_tion for a glven mode, the)' have bee. linearly
summld and phase- or frequency-modulated o.to the RF carrler, which enters
the demodulator s.stem at IF frequencies of IO or 50 mc.
Modes D and E are r'I. All o_ ers r,_e #M.
_des A and C are for voice a_d telemetry without ra_gJ;_g. Mode A Is for
the hlgh bit rate telemetry (51.2 kb/sec) while Mode C is for the low bit
rste telenmtry (1.6 kb/sec).
All modes prefixed w_th a B include ranaiqg. All ,modes noted B-I a:_cl:_de
ranglng , voice, and teler_trv, and all modes noted B-2 include ranging,
and vo_.ce. The second designation for each of [he B modes ident}fies
the up-llnk mode that is bei,lg transmitteO at tLe same t._me as the iqdicated
down-i_nk mode. For e'-.ample, i. mode B-I:I-A, mode B-1 is. betng transmitted
to earth while an up-lt.k ,._de (earth go spacecrsftl :tenoted by _ ts being
transmitted. This A has nothi.g to do with the dow:_-li:,k Mode A.
The double notation is u_ed to l_dxcate how _ch the ap-li,_k
carrier is phase deviated by the ranging s:gnal. The spacecraft traqspo_der
performs a one-to-o,:e turt_,around fu_:ction o, the renging slg_al and up-llnk
voice and telemetry. That is,part of Lhe mod,,Ist_on of the down-link cnrrie_
will l>_ Jeterm_ned by thaqF-Rnk m_de.Modes B-I:I-D and B-I:I-E are identical
for the down-link. That is, in up-lluk modes D and E, the carrier is
please deviated the same amount by the rangi,_g signal. The sa_ is true
of modes _-2:I-D a.d B-2:I-E.
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I
D n Mode F, the voice siBnal is phase modulated directly on tbe carrier
(no subcarrier). This mode is the emergency voice mode.
In Mode G, a I0 NC carrier is phase modulated by a 512 KC subcarrier. The
subcarrler is turned off and on (100% AM), for transmission of Morse Code
signals. This is called the "AM Key" mode.
Listed in Table II are the specxf,lcations for the seven bio-medical sub-
channels. These are fm/fm subcarrlers which are linearly summed with
voice and zrequency modul_ted on the 1.25-MC subcarrler. They may or m_y
not be transmitted in any of the listed Modes A through E. Additional
InforrLatlon fox these subcarrlers is given in Table [!I, Section 12.
III. Carrier Modulation--
The third column indicates the modulation zndex of the carrier by the sign I
!
al in Colum_ II. It is given ds peak phase deviation in the case of the lep-
!
PM _odes and as the modulation index (ratio of peak frequency deviation toI
_imum modulation frequency, A f/fn0 fcl the fm modes.
IV, Subcarrler Modulati on--
The fourth columm indicates the peak phase deviation of the subcarrier for
telemetry and the fm modulation index of the voice subcarrier and of the
nine (9) 8toted data subcarriezs.
3.3.2 CARRIER D_DULATION PERFORMANCE
V. Total Signal Power =o-Nolse Spectral Density--
ThlJ column lis,ts a test value for total Eignal power-to-noise spectral
4SBodulators for each mo_a. It is the mlnin_um value of PT/_N raqulred
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zn le<k end at least the specified requlrtd output sisnal to noise ratios
present . the indicated loop no_se bendwidths st the output of tee carrier
de_nodu la cord.
VI. 7 n,twidt hs--
l_ndwtdths in whxch S/N is to be mBasured at output of carir/Jr demotic!star0.
VIl. Signal to Noase Ratio
This column 8ires the signal to noise ratio (in the Output _Imm _t_width
of columm_ VI) for the specified modulation mode and the input (_/_) of
column V.
3.4 BANIR4117FHDEFINITIONS
3.4. I LOOP NOISE BANDWIDTH
Loop noise bandwidtu is d=fined as the two-szded nolse servo bandwidth
D whzch is equivalent to the rf noise bandwidth.-4D
3.4.2 LOOP BANDWIDTH
Loop bandwidth is defined as the one-sided nolse servo bandwidth which is
equ:velent to one-half the rf noise bandwidth.
3.5 INDEX OF TABULATED SPECIFICATION
Section 4 Carrier Frequency DemoAJlator
Section 5 Carrier Phase Demodulator
Section 6 Telemetry Sdbcarrier Der._d istor
Section 7 Voice Subcarrier Den_)d_lator
Sec_1on 8 AM Key Subcarrler De,_dulatcr
Sectzon 9 Data Output Selector
Section i0 Isolation A,npli.f_er
j i
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D Section ii SJb-CarriQr DemodJlators
Section 12 Test U_,tt
Seeticn 13 Operation a,d Mechanical
4.0 TABULATED SPECIFICATIONS FOR CARRIER FREQUENCY DEMDDULATOR
4. I FUNCTION
The carrier frequenc_ de_odulator shall accept and demodulate the 50 ME
slgnal_ from the R & RR and _rackll,4 ( •terlm) receivers, It shall e,Jqsilt
of a 50 MC amp1_fler, a 50 MC frequenc'" den_od'_lator, ahd six outp.,t
a_pll fiefs.
4.2 50-MC _LIFIER
4.2. ] INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
Gompat_ble with R & RR receiver outpot, as speclfJed in paragraph 3. 2:
4.2. I.1 CENTER FREQUENCY
-IbD 50 Mc _+0.15MC riD-
4.2.i.2 IF BANDWIDTH
I0 Mr .in_ .....at -3 db point_.
_,' [i Maximum at t:e -60 db point.
4.2. i.3 IMPEDANCE
50 ohms, V_"_ 1.5:1 _:xl_num
4.2.1.4 LEVEL
Shall provide AGC operation as _iven £p paragraph 4. 2.2.3 over input range a_
given ',nparagraph 3. 2.
4. ?. 2 GAIN CONTROL
The FM Demodulator, Jr, couJunctiou with the 50 MC a,_l.zfiar, shall provide
r_b-.rant or non-coherent AGC operation or _nua] ga_u control.
, i n , , , ,,, ,|, ini u
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D 4.2.2. I. (k_INMDDK S_ION
A switch will be provided to allow tim operator to select AOC or _anusl
gels control. _q_enin the A_ position and the 1_ deeM_duletor loop is
locked, cohszont AGe will be _rovided. When zq =ha AGC position and the
lq4 demodulator loop Is unlocked, the _lon-cohere1_t _ will be provided.
transfer between the types of AGe will be sutoumtlc, with _nuel
overr_.
4.2.2.2 J_C SlqUI_
Thr_ 8econdm, 300 MS, 30 EB, or 3 MS, selectsble by n front panel switch.
Tim response is defined as the c_.meinterval (_I0%) for the A_ bus voltsse
to reech 90% of the steady state value for_a step change of I0 db in input
signs1 that does not overload the equipment. The AGC detector will have
equal cha_e ar.d discharge ti_,
) 4.2.2.3 AGe C(}WYI_ sO,.
Lass than 3 db output variation for • CW input signal over the specified
input ra_le.
4.2.2.4 GAIN _tlmEl
20 db gain in excess of that required _o satisfy AOC and output requirements
4.2.3 50 NC N_._lt O_q_JT CHARAC'mRISTICS
4.2.3.1 IItRlll _
Two (identical). One for 50 _._ demodulator, one spars.
4.2.3.2 LgVIL
Compatlble with input level r_qulred for carrier FM demodulator.
4.2.3.3 II_EDAI_E
50 ohm, VSWlt 1.5:1 maximum
4.2.3.4 ISOLATION I_T_EN OUTPUTS
.... #_&._b_m,tni,, _- ,
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4.3 C_KRIER FM DEMDDULATOR
4. 3.i TYPE OF DEMODULATOR
Modulation tracking phase-lock loop
4.3.2 LOOP NOISE BANDWIDTH AT THI_SHDLD
4MC (r IIMC +XT., selectable from control panel without unlocking th.z loop.
4.3. 3 LOCK INDICATOR
Front panel and remote )n_icatzo_ of s:gnal-lock or loss-of-lock operation
will be provided.
4 3.4 LOOP DISABLE
It shall be possible, by means of a momentary front panel switch, to open
the pha,3e lock loop. In the open loop condition, the signal channel and
manual tuning fu,_ctions shell remain operational and the VCO frequency
shall be 50 MC +150 kc.
D 4.4 FM DEMODULATOR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS-4m
4.4.1 NUMBEIt OF OUTPUTS
Six w_de-bend and one loop lock indication.
4.4.2 WIDEBAND OUTPUTS (IDENTICAL CHARACTERISTICS) :
Telemetry Subcarrier Demodulator
Voice Subcarrler De,1_dulator
Isolataon Jasplifier
Recorder
Two Spares
4.4.2. i IMPEDANCE
95 ohms, vskrR 2:1 maxlmum.
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4, 4.2.2 LEVEL
I volt i 57. rms, for a 0-dbm 50-HC input signal level and N_Le I)-2
modulation into the 50-14C amplifier.
4.4.2.3 FREQUENCY RESPONSE OF CARRIKR D_IODUI_TOR AND WIDE_LITD AMPLIF_S
Fiat within _ 2 db between 10 cps and 3 HC. .er ]I '!C bandwidth),
4.4.2.4 ISOLATION BETWEEN Ob'rPLtI$
40 db minimum.
4.4.2.5 DISTORTION
4.4.2.5. I INTERMODUIATION DISTORTION;
(a) With full Mode E modulatio,n, the peak-to-_eak a_litude, o_ the
base-band, of the dlfferenc- frequency (226 KC) of the telemetry
and voice subcarriers shall be at least 60 db below the p_sk-to-peak
"_D TV picture signal. 9_-
(b) With an unmodulated telemetry aubcarrler and a voice subcarrler
modulated by a sine wave at the TV ilne frequency (3200 'cpa) and
an index of 2.50, the peak to peak interference on the_baseband
at the line frequency shall he at least 40 db be" ,_ the peak-to-pe_
TV picture signal with a design goal of at least 45 db.
(¢) With un_)dulated voice subcarri r and a tele_try subcarrler
modulated by a sine-wave at the TV line frequency (3200 cpa) and
an index of 2.50, the peak-ro-peak interference on the baae_nd
at the line frequency sP,a!! he at least 40 db be]ow the peak-t_-peak
TV picture signal wlrh a design goal of at l_ast 45 db.
D I13,99IAI ....
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4.4.2.5.2 HAP_N IC DISTORTION
Total harmonic dtstortion with one u1_n_dulated su_carrler...
D
_.ess than 2%.
4.4.3 LLM3P LOCK INDICATION
6.3 + O, -].0% volts for load of .5 amp when loop is in locked con_.it_,_'4.
5.G TABULATED SPECIFICATION FOR CARRIER PffASE D_ODULATOR
5. I FUNCT ION
The carrier phase demodulator shall accept and demodulate the IO MC
signals from the R & RR and tracking receivers. It shall have two modes
of operation: Wideband and Emergency Voice.
5.2 INPUT CHARACTERISTICS
5.2. i FREQUENCY
I0 MC ± 4 cps.
S.2.2 LMYEDA_NCE
D 50 ohms, VSWR 2:1 maximum. ql"
5.2.3 LEVEL
See receiver output information, paragraph 3.2.1 and loop sensitivity,
paragraph 5.4.7.
5.3 SIGnaL CH2uNNEL CRARACIERISTICS
5.3. I IF B,LWI_IDTH
3 MC minimum at Lhe -3 db Foints.
J-,MC maximum at the -bO db points.
5.4 CARRIER TRACKING LOO_ CHARACTERISTILS
5.4. [ LOOP BANDWIDTH AT THRESHOLD
30 cps or lO0 cps, i :0% selcctable from _ontrol panel without unlocking
Lhe loop.
, - i Hi I
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D 5,4.2 AUT_IqATIC SIGRAL ACQUISITION
5.4.2. I ACQUISITION TIME
Under the £nitial condition of a white guassLan noise input signal at the
levels specified In paragraph 5.4.7, the loop shall automatically acquire
lock wi_hln I00 milliseconds after application of a _itter-free, steady-
&raCe, phase-coherent giKn_l at a level of -TG dbm and at a frequency of
I0 KC i 4 cps.
5.4.2.2 ACQUISITION ,qANGE
i 4 cpsj plus any loop VCO dri£t, centered at I0 MC.
5.4,_ MANUAL TUNI_qG AND AUTOMATIC TRACKING RA_.GE
lO cpl total.
5.4.4 OSCILLATOR STABILITY
Hlth no_ fru, steady-state, l_mS_ coherent, -70 dbm Input s/g_al and wi_h 41-
a 3 dub 8yO¢.sa noise fLl_mre, (Re'/erenee), the demodulated output residual
• _I _ to hum, ao/_@ and oscillator phase Instabilities shall be -35 4b
w£_h r_t to tl_ _£mum (loop _is.,bl--'_)outpuC for each tracking bandw/alt.b
5.4.4.2 DRIFT (LONG-TER_I)
Shall be limited to a value such that the loop will meet the acgulsition
characteristics specified in paragraph 5.4.2.1 without r_tuning, for a
period of t_0 hours c_ntinuous operation.
5.4.5 D_4ODUIATOR RESPONSE
Demodulator response to all internally-generated signals shall be at least
60 db below the specified outputs. In addition, the loop shall not lock
to or give Indicart3_, of the _resence of such signals.
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5.a.b SIAiI_ PHASE ERROR FOR IN'PUT CARRIER OFFSET OF L CPS
D 5° maximum.
5.4.7 OL_fPUT P!IASE NOISE
Under the condition of a jitter-free, steady-state, phase-coherent input
signal at a level of -70 dbn,, plus white gaussian noise with th(. power
densities shown below, the output phase noise deviation shall not exceed
0.35 radians rms.
Loop Bandwidth Nois_ Density
30 cL,s -96 dbm/cps
I00 cps -lO! dbm/cps
5.4.8 AGC CHAP.ACTERISTICS
AGC, if required, will have the following characteristics"
5.4.8. l GAIN MDDES
Two (manual and AGC) selectable by frt,nt panel switch.
DD 5.4.8.2 GAIN MODE SELECTION
Coherent AGC voltage will maintain control when the phase lock loop is in
the "locked" condition. Manual override of mode selection and manual
control of level will be provided.
5.4.8.3 AG(" SPEEDS
3 seconds, 300 ms, 30 nzs, or 3 ms, s_lectable by a front panel switch.
The response 'is defined as the time interval (II0%) for the AGC bus
voltage to reach 90% of the steady-state value for a step change of IO db
in input signal Lhat does not overload the equipment. The AGC detector
will have equal charge and discharge times.
5.4.8.4 AGC CONTROL
Less lhan i db 'output variation over specified input range of -70 dbm i 5 db
or (with attenuators; if necessary) 0 dbm _ 3 db.
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D 5.4.8.5 GA IN MARGIN
20 db in excess of that required to satisfy AGC and loop input requlzelntl.
5.4.9 FRONT PANEL
Front panel and remote indication of signa}-lock or Irss-of-lock operatlr, n
will be provided.
5.4. i0 LOOP D*SABLE
It shall be possible, by means of a momentary front ;,arielswitch, to open
the phase lock loop. In the open loop condition, the signal channel and
manual tuning functions shall remain operational and the VO0 £requancy
shall be such that ti.a loop, after enabling, will meet paragraph 5.4.2.1.
5.5 PM D_DULATqR OUTPUT CHARACTERISTICS
5.5.1 N!YMBER OF ODq'PUTS
Five wide-band, two emergency voice distribution, two e_rgency voice
D recorder, one speaker and one loop lock indication.41 m"
5.5.2 WIDE-BAND OUTPUTS (IDENTICAL CH&RACTERISTICS)
Telemetry Subcarrler Demodulator
Voice Subcarrler Demodulator
AM Key Demodulator
Two Spares
5.5,2.1 IMPEDANCE
95 ohs_s, VSWR 2:1 maximum.
5.5,2.2 LEVEL
Each output shall be individually screwdriver adjustable, fro_ 0 to 2
volts rms for ± 1 radlan of phase deviation with a single subcsrrler.
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5.5.2.3 FP,EQUF2_CY _SeO_SE [ P£.
v
C_
Flat + 2 db from 1 KC to 1.5 MC, with input a:, ,_,pecified in paragraph
D 5.2 and 5.3.
5.5.2.4 P:IASE RESPONSE
Linear _ i0° from I KC to 1.5 MC.
5.5.2.5 ISOLATION BETW.=.ENOUTPLVrS
40 db minimum.
5.5.2.6 DISTORTION
Total harmonic distc:-tion with one unmodulated tone at frequency of lOO
kcps and peak phase deviation of i .0 radian ... 2 % maximum.
5.5.3 _a_ERGENCY VOICE DISTRIBU'rlON OL_CPL"rS (TWO)
5.5.3. I LEVEL
5 volts +10% rms for I KC modulation at ± 1.25 radians
_.5.3.2 IMPEDANCE
600 *I0% ohms, balanced to ground.
"_ D 5.5.3.3 FREQUEN(_ RESPONSE q-
200 & 2500 cps at -3 db i i db points relative to tht2 level at i KC.
5.5.3.4 PHASE RvSPONSE
Linear _-I0% for a deviation of d_ 1.25 radians.
5.5.3.5 TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION, MODE F
5_ max imum.
5.5.4 EMERGEN(_Y VOICE RECORDER OL_rPUTS (TWO)
5.5.4. [ LEVEL
! volt rms _ 107o under modulation conditions of 5.5.3. I.
5.5.4.2 LMPEL,ANCE
95 ohms, VSWR 2:1 maximum
5.5.4.3 TCY!AL hARMONIC DISTORTION
57, maximum under modulation conditions of 5.5.3. i.
D UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED (:Ol-,L '.L)Ff',_T ,qI._E DRAWING NU,']"LB_,
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I C
Linear _ 10% for a devlation of i 1.25 radians.
D 5._.5 EW.ERGENCY VOICE PA_JEL SPEAKER AND VOLUME CONTROL
5.5.5. I DRIVING PQ_ER
3 watts minimum, under modulation conditions of 5.5.3. I.
5.5.5.2 VOLLME CONTROL RANGE
0 to 3 watts for 1 KC modulation at ± 0.625 radians.
_,6 _ _ 1,1mlc_Iml
6._ + O, -I0_ volts for load of .5 amp, wheu loop is in locked conditlor.
6.0 TABI/LATED SPECIFICATIONS FOR TELEMETRY SUBCAr{RIER DEMODLrI_TOR (2 REQUIRED)
6. l GENERAL PERFO_q_iANCE SPECIFICATIONS
6. l,I FUNCTION
Demodulates bi-phase modulated subcarrler and provides an unconditioned
serial output.
6.1.2 SIGNAL CHANNEL IF BANDWIDTHS
4DD Three bandwidths, selectable by front-panel switch:
].db _ (Minimum} 3 db NN (±iO%) Noise BW (_!0%)
6 KC 6.45 KC 7.25 KC
150 KC 161 KC 180 KC
600 KC 645 KC 725 KC
Passband ripple shall be less than 0. II db.
6. i.3 SPURIOUS RESPONSE
Demodulator ,esponse to all internally-generated signals shall be at least
60 db oelow the specified outputs.
6. I.4 .PMA_qED_ODUIATOR LINEARITY
10% for a deviation of _ I radian.
6.1.5 PHASE JITTER OF THE DERIVED REFERENCE SIGNAL AT AN INPUT S/N OF 8.5 db
5° ruts maximum at a_y IF bandwidth and all PCM bit rates specified in
paragraphs 6.3.3 and 6.3.4.
JUNLESSOT.ERW,SESPEC_,EDCODEDE_TSZ_0_._._
DIMENSIONS ARE 'N INCHES NO
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b. ? _!NPLrI" CHAkACI. i-.R[S'FI(.S
6.2. 1 SUBCAR.RIER FRF.QUENCY
1.024 MC *.bO cps
b. 2.2 LEVEL
Will operate as specified, without m_nual adjustment, for a telemetry
su_.carrier cumponent of the carr._er demodulator output (co_nposlte signal)
varying bet%'een O. I and l.O volt rms.
b. 2. 3 IMPED'_E_,CE
95 olm_, VSWR 2: i maximum.
5.3 PCM SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS
b. 3.I MODUb_TION
PSK _ 90° + 2°(resolution of "one" a 'zero" ambiguity not required).
b. 3.2 CODING
NRZ, RZ and Split-phase (within bandwianh col_stralrtc'_,
_.3. 3 BIT RATE
lU0/s,:c to 200,O00/sec.
,. 3.4 MAXLML_I NL_IBER OF SEQUENTIAL ALL-ONES OR ALL-ZEROS
Ten.
b._ Ob_PLq SPE(IFICATIONS
_.4. [ N[_VLBEROF OV_PbrrS ... 2 (Identical)
o 4.2 Olq'Pt_f LEVEL
% volts peak-to-peak m_nimum for any mo,le.
_._. 3 OUTPL_r II_EDANCE
95 oh,,s, VSWR 1.5:1 ma×imum.
UNLFqS OTHERWISE SPEC,FI[-[_ "GD_ :L_[:I41 blZF I DRAWING NUMBER
F_IM[NSK_N5 ARE IN INCWES !_¢ A_JIOLERANCES ON 13499 126-{)429i _ACTI(,N5 D[_CtMA[_S ANC_LES _.
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!6.4.4 FREQL_NCY RESPONSE (INCLUDING VIDEO AMPLIFIER) [,RE_
C
D( to 300 K'., 75 K( or 3 KC at -3 _ 1 db point.-, depending on posiLion of
D the bandwi..th switch.
6.4.5 PHASE RESPONSE OF VIDEO AMPLIFIER
Shall be linear i lO° from DC co 60% of the -3 db bandwidths specified in
para. 6.4.4.
6.4.6 ISOLATION BETWEEN OUTPUTS . . . 40 db minlmum.
6.4.7 PHASE LOCK LOOP
If a phase lock loop is used in the Telemetry Subcarrier Demodulator,
automatic loop acquisition and front panel and remote loop-loc_ indications
shall be provided. Your loop bandwidths, approximately one decade apart,
shall be provided and selectable from the fro:t panel.
7.0 TABULATED SPECIFICATIONS FOR VOICE SUBCARRiER DEMODULATOR (TWO REQUIRED)
7. I GENERAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
7.i. 1 TYPE OF DEMODUlaTOR
J'J Modulation tracking phase lock loop. q_"
7.1.2 SIGNAL ruAw ...._,.,mm IF BAN_IDTH
75 KC at the -3 L. I db points.
7.i.3 LOOP NOISE BANDWIDTH
50 KC.
7. l.4 FRONT PANEL
Front panel and remote indication of signal-lock or loss-of-lock operation
will be provided.
7.1.5 MODULATION SIGNAL INPL'r
With a full Mode E modulation signal input to the carrier FM demodulator,
voice subcarrier modulated _ith a 3.66 KC signal only (index: 2.5) and
an iL_putPT/_N of 75.7 db, the S/N at the voice subcarrier wideband eutput,
D UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CODE IDENT SIZE DRAWING NUMBER
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in a onesided noise bandwidth of 10 KL, shall be 7.O db or better.
D 7.2 INPL_ SPECIFICATIONS
7.2. i SL'BCARRIER FREQUENCY
1.250 M(" + 65 cps.
7 o 2 LEVEL
Will operate as specified, without manual adjustments, for a voice
subcarrier component of the carrier demodulator output {composite signal)
varying between 0. I and 1.0 volt rms.
7.3 OUTPL_f SPECIFICATIONS
7.3.1 NUMBER OF OUTPUTS
Three wideband (id=ntical characteristics, for tape recorder, output selectol
and spare), one loop lock indication, t "o audio and one loudspeaker.
7.3.2 LEVELS
7.3.2. I WIDEBAND OUTPL_r
"_D Each output shall be individually adjustabl_, 0-2 volt: rms minimum for all
modes contaLnin_ voic_ subca_rier.
7.3.2.2 LOOP LOCK INDICATION SIGNAL
b.3 volts +0, -i0/, for load of .5 amp when loop is in locked condition.
7.3.2.3 AUDIO OO_PLFI*
5 volts rms minimum, for modulation index of 2.5 with a i KC tone.
7.3.2.'+ LOUDSPEAKER DRIVER A_LIFIER
Volume cont..ol, 0 to 3 watts _m_s minimum I,_: a' odu]ation _n'ux of 7. ,% ',I'
a i K_ tom,'. Less than 5% total harmonic distortion.
7.3.3 I_\NLIW1DTI{
7.3.3. i W IDEBA_D OUTPU'f
50 c,?s to 20 K(" at -I db points.
D ,UNt [e,q OTH[-RWISF Sp[('lVr[[_ ,',[,_ I[_NT _1/[ DN\WING I,u%IBER
DIM[ NsION% ARE IN :N(_-'ES N ,_
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7.3.3.2 LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE_ AMPI IFIER
D 150 cps to 3.4 KC at -3 db points, -20 db at 4 KC.
7.3.3.3 AUDIO OU'fPLrr
50 cps to 2.4 KC at -3 db points, -20 db at 4 KC.
7.3.4 I_q_F_ANCES
7.3.4.1 W IDEBAND OU'IPUT
95 o_,s VSWR 1.5: I maximum.
7.3.4 _2 AUDIO OUTPLrl
600 ohn_ i 10% balanced to ground.
7.3.5 ISOLATION BETWEEN OUTPU'fS
40 db minIJnum.
8.0 TABUlaTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR AM KEY SUBCARRIER DK_ODULATOR
8. i GENERAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
8. I.1 TYPE OF DEIqODU_TOR
"IDD Oscillator/mlxer, to transpose 512-KC keyed signal to 1 KC, followed by
a bandpass filter and diode detector. Shall provide audio tone and keyed
DC outputs. A conceptual block diagram is given in Figure 3.
8. I.2 BANDPASS FILTER BANI_iPTHS
8. i.2.i 512 KC PEEDETECTION FILTER
i KC minimum at -3 ab points, 1.5 KC maximum.
8. l.2.2 i KC POST-DETECTION FILTER
i00 cps at -3 db points min,._um, 150 cps maximum.
8.1.3 OSCILLATOR STABILITY
Better than I part in 105 per day.
8.2 INPUT SPECIFICATIONS
8.2.1 INPUT FREQUENCY
512 KC _ 25 c)b,
D UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CODE IDENT SIZE DRAWING NUNBERD,MENS,ONSARE, ,NCHES NO
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I c
8.2.2 INPUT MODIILATION
D 1007. AM.
8.2.3 INTUT LEVEL
I v61t rms _ 3 db.
8,2.4 INPUT IMPEDANCE
95 ohm, VSWR 2: i maximum.
8.3 OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
8.3. I NUMBER OF OUTPUTS
Two "_.c. (ktyed) and two audio. "
8.3.2 LEVELS
8.3.2. I DC (KEYED)
0 ± .5 volt for absence of _ubcarrier, 0 to -7 volts, • 10% screwdriver
I
adjustable, for i V rms input at 512 KC. I
L8.3.2.2 AUDIO i volt rms _ 10% for I V rms Input at 512 KC.
-ID D _.3.3 IMPEDANCE
8.3.3. I DC (KEYED)
-I00 ma minimum at -6 volts.
8.3.3.2 AUDIO
600 ohms ± I07. balanced to ground.
8.3.4 ISOLATION BETWEEN OUTPUTS
40 db minimum.
9.0 TABULATED SPECIFICATIONS FOR DATA OUTPUT SELECTOR
9. I GENERAL PERFORI_ANCE SPECIFICATIONS
9. I.i SELECTOR FUNCTION
The data outputs from the subcarrler demodulators shall be selectable by
a single front panel switch or by remote contact closure. The selected
UNLESS OTHERWISE SFECIFIED CODE IDENT DRAWINGNi.rf_Ell.
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"vetch" output shall provide signals to the biomedical d__modulators and
,.:xr_.i,at loads, lhe selector sh-_l'_ _,wztC _* the f.:li._wir/ outpdt _xgnals:
(aJ Te l_-meLrv demodu,ato[
I
_b) Voice subcarrier demodulator (wideband)
[c) Voice subcarrier demodulator (w. ice)
9. [.2 SELE("YOR GAIN
The selector shall hay unity gai_, ± [ dh from input to output on aii
channe Is.
9. [. 3 VOICE SELECTOR CIRCUII BA.N]g41DTH
A[ least 50 cps to 3.4 ;_C at -i db points.
9.1.4 fELE_IEIRY SELEL_ION CIR'.UIT
S. I.4. I BANL_4LDTH
DC to 500 KC minimdm at -I dO point.
9. i. 4.2 907. RISL_f IME
D l. 9 ,us max imum. ,II--
9.2 INFU_ AND UL_[PL_ SPECIFICATIONS
q. 2. 1 LEVLL
10 volts _,eak-to-'_eak maximum.
9.2.2 IMPLDAhCE
95 ohms, VSWR 1.5:1 maximum.
9.2.3 OLrf '_ NOISE
Output nois_, when fed from a source ecuivalent to the voice demodulator,
is at l_ast 50 db below 1 vole rms.
lO.O TABUlaTED SPECIFICATIONS FOR ISOLA'flON AMPLIFIER
IO.' GENERAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
I0. I. l GAIN
Unity gain Z I db.
D . [UNLESS OTHERWISESPECIFIED CODE IDENT .51/E DRAWINGNUMBERDIMENSIONSARE IN ,NCHES NOTOLERANCES O.N i3¢99 A :',_FRACTIONS DECIMALS ANGLES
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10.1.2 TO_AL _ONIC DISTORTION ADDED TO T'_ AMPLIFIED SIGNAL
D IT.maximum for 2 volts rms output level.
10. I.3 P}h_SE LINEARITY
+.i0° maximum variation between I0 cps and 500 KC.
I0. i.4 LOCATION
Up to 200 feet from carrier frequency demodulator.
I0.2 iNPUT SPECIFICATIONS
I0.2.1 LEVEL
O. ! to 2.0 voles rmJ, capable of input of i0 volts peak without damage.
I0.2 o2 IMPEDANCE
95 oh,m, V_R 2:1 maximum.
I0.3 OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
10.3.1 NUMBER OF OUTPUTS: FOUR (IDENTICAL CHARACTERISTICS)
Subcarrler Demodulator
-IP D le levislon _l-
Recorder
Spare
IO. 3.2 IMPEDANCE
95 ohm, VSWR 2:1 maximum.
I0.3.3 ISOLATION BETWEEN Oh'[PUTS
40 db minimum.
11.0 TABULATED SPECIFICATIONS FOR SUBCARRIER DEMODUlaTOR UNIT
iI. 1 GENERAL PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
II. i.I ,"YPE OF D_ODULATOR
5ixteen channel 'frequency demodulator with inputs connectud
.n two y.roups...one 7 channel" snd one 9 channels.
sLE S OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CODE IDENT S_ZE DRANING NUMBER
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1I.I.2 CI_._NNEL PARAMETERS
See Table 11 (sectlon 3.2.1) and Table 111.
II. 1.3 STATIC LINF.A_ITY
O. 1% raaxlmum over spec/f£ed ranges.
11.1.4 DYNAMIC LINKARITY
IZ maximum over spec/f£ed ranges.
11.2 INPUT SPECIFICATION
I1.2. I NU_4]]EROF INPUTS : l_woo
1i.2.2 INPUT FRF_D_NC: GROUPS
3.8 KC to 12.7 KC (Group I)
13 KC to 183 KC (Group 2)
1I.2.3 COHPOS ITE L_IPUT LEVEL
i to 2 volts, rnus each group.
11.2.4 CHANNEL INPUT LEVF.L
0.02 to 0.5 volt r_s,
1I,2,5 GROUP INPUT IMP_
95 ohms, V_;dR 2:1 mAxLm_u.
11.2.6 SIGNAL SOURCES AND QUANTITIES
PM/FM selector _wltch output . . . 7 (b£omedlcal).
Frequency carrier demodulator output through the isolation amplifier...
9 (stored data).
11.3 OUTPUT SPECIFICATIONS
11.3. I _ OF Ot_TPUTS
Two from each channel; one for d£s_lsy and one for recorder.
1i.3.2 I_V_L
3 v p-p f_r full deviation with load of I000 ohms.
,,,,= , , , , , , ,=
b0NLEssOTHE_wsES_EOFEOICOOEDr_T,EJO--.__
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11.3.3' SOURCEh,_..m_C_
) Less than 1000 ohm.
11.3.4 ISOlatION BKI_F-- 3UTPUTS
40 db mini= ..
12.0 WEST UNIT
12.1 FUNCTION
The test unl_ shall provide signals at the carrier and subcsrrier frequen-
cies of the demodulator input channels. A conceptual block diagrr, m iJ gzvel
in Figure 4.
iI. i.I INPUT AND OUTPL_ CONNECTIONS
Input and Output connections of sub-unlts will be brought to a Test Unit
Patch Panel.
12.1.2 CARRIER SIGNAL CHANNELS
It will be possible co add known amounts of noise to the carrier signal
channels, qP"-4P
12. i.3 EXTERNAL INPUTS
P(_:, Voice, Video, Keyed AM, Clipped Speach signals and audio teat
signals shall be accepted by the Test Unit from external source _-and used
to modulate the subcarriers alld/or the carriers.
12. I.4 IMPEDANCES
12.1.4.1 ALL VIDEO AN?) SU_CAft_IER SIGNALS
95 eb_u_, Vb_/R 2:1 maximum.
12.1.4.2 ALL 50-MC AND IO-MC SIGNALS
50 ohms, VSWR I.5:1 maximum.
12.1.4.3 ALL OTHER INPUT SIGNALS
Same as the corresponding output of the demodulator system.
D s. c,,0i Al
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12.2 ].r oureu'r SZGNA_S
D 12.2. l GEN_
Specified phaae modulated signals will be simultaneously available at
the 50-tic and the 10-MC outputs° Although only the IO-MC phase-modulated
sisnal is required for demodulation,, the 50-MC, phase-modulated signal will
be present on the output from an R & RR receiver and is required in the test
unit _or realistic simulation of operating condlitons. In llke manner, when
a specified 50-MC frequency-modulated signal is present, a corresponding
£O-MC, frequency-modulated signal will also be availabl_.
12.2.2 50-HC, FREQUENCY MODULATED SIGNAL
12.2.2.i MODULATION INDICES
The following peak indices will be provided for 2.5 volts p-p input of
the respective signals:
•12.2.2.I.i TELEVISION
--D D 2.5 radians i 5%,
12.2.2.1.2 TEleMETRY SUBCARRIER
0.34 radlans _ 5%.
12.2.2.t.3 VOICE SUBCARRIER
w,e,2.t m mmm m um111_IMm.
-71 dim I:o +28 dbm, v&z':lL4ble by fl'ont panel concrol_ im 1-db steps.
_,2.2.3 _ 1118 NOIJIZ F_lflg _TPUT LEVrL
s
-_ _._ _ An rma noise l_el of -20 dbl, +3, -47db Sbdt11be mva£1able ac
the p&&eh _l, prior to alteration and kLztns vLth the sisnal.
12._t._t,_ ¢dtJIIZ_ _ 8T_ZI_r_
ktce_ _ X part in tO_ per day.
lm.a.z.s attxxn mmuma mmm mot
_,,i, m i_ m, ._U_ _N_ ac.
SPECIFIED CODE 'DENT 134PJ_,.14CNWI_Jt
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12.2.3 10-HC, PHASE MODU_ATED SIGNal
12.2.3.1 MODULATION INDICES
The iollowl_@ peak indices will be provided for 2.5 volts p-p input of
the respec_:"_ sign_l_.
12.2.3. I.I TgLF_'TRY SUBCAI_RIE£.
1.25 radians + 5%.
12.2.3. I.2 VOICE StrMCARRIER
0.91 radlan8 + 5%.
12.2.3. I.3 AM KE_. $UBCARRIER
1.25 radians + 5%.
12.2.3. I.4 CLIPPED VOICE
1.25 radLans + 5?..
12.2.3.2 TOTAL RMS SIGnaL POWEP. OUTPUT LEVEL
Continuously variable from -75 dbm to -65 dbm by front panel control.
12.2.3.3 TOTAL RMS NOISE POWER OUTPUT LEVE/,
Maximum: -20 dbm, +3, -0 db. Zero to i00 db of attennation, in lO-db steps
shall be provided by front panel control, st a point prior to acldltion with
II _.he signal. Attenuation accuracy for the 60-db position (noise level appro:-
Imately -80 dbm) shall be +3 db or better.
12.2.3.4 CARRIER FREQL_NCY STABILITY
Better than 1 part in 106 per day.
12.2.3.5 CAXRIER FREQUENCY TUNING RANGE
Greqter than + 50 cps, centered at ]0 MC.
12.3 SD_CARRIER OUTPCI SICNALS
12.3. I 1.024-MC TELEMETRY SUBCARRIgR
]2.3. i.I MODUIAT ION TYPE
Phase-shlft keying
12.3.1.2 MODULATION INDEX
+ _ radian_ + 5?, tolerance
2
12.3. I.3 P(_ BIT RATE
LO0 to 200,000 bits pe_ second
1- _ ',t IL,_[_NI .h!.,f D_ING NU_tBERUNI.[SS OTtt[._,',;._ -Pt ("fl[l'_ :.[2,tMENblC"N", ,_,'_ _N N{:HF_ Nt',t-RAL i'()Nb D[-,'IMAI 'i AN ,[_f__
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12.3.I.4 OtrfPUTLEVEL
A_ required by cast u_:Itcarrier modul_tora, adjustable + I0 dh.
12..%I.3 FIU_QI/]_NG_tBT.#JILLITY
1 part in 105 per day.
12.3, 1.6 FPJQUENCY TLrNI_IGIAHGE
Greater than +. 50 cps, centered at 1.024 MC.
12.3.2 I.25 MC VOICE SUBCAIULIEIL
12.3.2. I O_CILIAI01 "fY]PE
¥00 (frequency modu lp.Ut on).
12.3.2.2 141_UI,,LTION ZNDICXS
12.3.2.2.1 _OICE
2.54) radians +_ 57,.
12, 3.2.2.2 B_OH_IC&L SI(_ik_
See Tables II (Section 3.2.1) and III.
12.3.2.3 OLr_FIY£I_qEL
As required by teet unit carrler de_lu_ttora, adJumUtbla + 10 db,4m q
12.3.2.6, FREQUENCYSTABILITY
Better than I part in 10 3 per day.
12.3.2.5 FRIIQUENCYTUNING RANGE
Gxeater than _ 65 cps, centered at i.25 F_.
12.3.3 512-KC All KI_ $_
12.3.3.1 OUTPUT SIGNAL C:_U_CTZRISTICS
Carrier key (1007. AM modelation).
11.3.3.2 _ $IGlqKl, _IA@fmt1_flC
Hor_e Coda or IX: _.o 25 cps ,quare wave.
12.3.3.3 OUEPUT LEVIL
As req.,ired by tqult ualt carrlmr phase mod_'ators, adJ_mtlble + 10 4b.
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TABLE III
D SIGNAL CHARACTERISTICS OF OPERATIONS DATA
Detected S£gna i
Data Descri£tion BW Requ£rements
_i Time
Biowedical Data, 7 channels:
(1) SCO freq. 4 KC +_2(}0cps 2 cps
(2) SCO freq. 5.4 KC +--270cps 2 cps
(3) SCO freq. 6o8 KC +340 cps 2 cps
(4) SOD freq. 8.2 KC ___I0 cps 2 cps
(5) SCO freq. 9.6 KC +_384 cps 2 cps
(6) SCO freq. Ii KL +_330 cps 2 cpa
(7) SCO freq. 12.4 KC +._248cps 30 cps
Stored Data:
9 Analog Channels:
(t) SCO freq. 14.5 KC +--7.5?. 435 cps
{l) SCO freq. 22 KC +7.57. 600 cps
(3) SCO freq. 30 KC +7.57. 900 cps
D -D (4) SCO freq. 4(3 KC +7.5% 1.2 KC
(5) SCO freq. 52.5 K_ +_7.5% _.575 KC
(6) SCO freq. 70 KC +_7.5% 2. i0 KC
(7) SCO freq. 95 KC +--7.5% 2. 85 KC
(8) SCO freq. 125 KC +_7.5% 3. 75 KC
(9) SCO fre_. 165 KC +7.5?. 4. 95 KC
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12.3.3.4 F_y_c_ p_z_ I R_ CBetter than _part in 105 per day ......
12.3.3.5 FitKQUI_IqCYTUNING RANGE
At least _; 30 cps, centered at 512 KC.
12.4 /M_/J_. @_J_k(
n.4.1 mmsm _ _
A l_nel-moumce_, Rter shall be provided to measure the outputs of the
subcarrle< and Vldeo/Volce units individually and after su_ffialng,
12.4.2 ST]iPATTEI_OATO_
Step attenuators will provide kl,ownchanges in the 50 MC signal level
relative to t,olseand in the I0 MC noise level relative to signal, to
simulate R & KR receiver action when the received signal changes.
13.0 OP_TIO_ AND MKCHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
13.1 Sitar
The demodulator shall be desi_;ned to fit Into a standard Emcor equipment
cabinet (19 t.nch panel width). The exact size and configuration of the
cabinet shall be establtshed through design conferences with Collin_ Radio.
13.2 WI_IGh'_
To be dete_mlned.
13.3 TYPE OF CONSTRUCTION
The unit shall utilize solid-state techniques throughout. A design
objective is Lo provide a minimum continuous operational life of I0,000
hours without fallure. The unit shall be capable of continuous unattended
opera t _on.
The unit shall use modular sub-unlts to faciilt_te maintance, Individual
sub-unlts shall be connected by connectors and mounting hardware so that
_any sln_le sub-unlt _ay be removed and replaced wltho,,t re_ulr_'n_ te[_9o%,,ry
F
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remowll of other s,,b-units.
Rack slides shall be used for the major assemblies. The construction and
D
c)nnectors for the modutes shall be compatible with the above require_nts
and Lhe leakage requirements necessary to _et the specified _nterchannel
isolation and specified RFI level. Cable lengths shall be compatible with
the installation. Cable clamps shall be used to minimize cable friction
wear. Electrical connectors to the receiver rack shall be A/N Cannon type
connectors. R-F (lO MC or greater) connectors shall be 50 ohm TNC type
connectors. Other single-ended connectors shall be type BNC.
13.4 FINISH
The finish of the front panel shall be Federal Standard 595 grey #26440
per TT-E-529.
[3.5 ENV IRONMENTAL CONDIT IONS
As required by Rev. I of GSFC-TDS-RFS-208 and (for shipboard units)
D Enclosure I to Exhibit F for NASA RFF I0001 dated November 18, 1963. P
13.6 SERVICE CONDITIONS
The equipment shall be capable of withstanding shock and vibration
normally encountered in shipment. The equipv_nt shall operate satisfacor-
Jt_ u_der eomU_oee of v_rat_ L-_l_ly eneeu_ore_ bt u_e l_ a i_6
_t_11atlo_. _Itr_ble doc_,mwnts 4ute _ -4158C (6e_iSo i;ILciO)
M]L-F-14072. ViL-L-16400 r_:avy) is applicab]e to those units which are
to be _i:ipboard mounted (as Oefi,_ed in Enclosure I to F_hibit F of NASA
3.7 w{iqmmaHI_
The workmanship shall be of hlgh quallty usin@ the best engineerin_
practices f_r units of this size: Ccr. _ents shall be of military
specifications quality or equLvalen_. All variable components such as
pots, variable Inductors, and eapacltors shall have locking or torque-
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control facilities. Applicable Gocument Is NASA Quality Publications
D NPC200-3 dated April 1962 'plu_ addendum tc NPC200-3 dated 27 September
1963.
14.0 DF_ION APPROVAL
Design approval shall be required for the complete =peclfications, block
diagram, schematics, nar_plates, mechanical layout and wiring aasembly.
14.I ACCEPTANCE TESTS
Acceptance tests will be run in accordance with a test procedure which
has been reviewed and approved by Collins P_ad£oCompany. The procedu;e
shall demonstrate compliance with the requice_ents of this specification.
Collins and NASA pezsonne_ may witness this test. All teat results are
subject to their review and approval.
i ii, i Ill I . _
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Ispecification #126-0427
.. high power combiner ]
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1. SCOPE :
This specification covers the general and speclfla requlre--'nte for • hLKh
po_er combiner operating at S-band. The combiner is to be used t_ linearly
combine two S-Band signals into s single output for trenamlsslon to an
- antenna feed. The combiner is to be mounted on the movable portto,: Of •
steerabl_ tracking antenna. The specification lncludes the combiner,
load, adapters and waveguide required to _onnect the output of two antenna
mounted power ampllfiers to the combiner.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUmEntS :
The equipment supplied under this specification shall be in accordance
w'th the documents of 2.1 and 2.2 below.
2.1 SPECIFICATIONS :
(a) GSFC-TDS-ILFS-208, Environmental Condi_.ions.
(b) MIL-I-26600, Interference Control Requirements.
(e) MIL-E-4158C, Electronic Equlp_ent Ground, Ge_eral Requireamnte (refer.) q_-
(d) MIL-F-14072, F.Inlshes for Ground Signal Equipments.
(e) Collins l_-dio*Co,npany Specification 126-0426-001, S-Band Power Amplifier
2.2 PUBLICATIONS :
(a) NPC-200-3, NASA Quality Publication
2.3 PRECEDENCE OF SPECIFICATIONS :
In the event of conflict between the requirements of this specification and
those listed above, the requirements of this speciflcstlon shall take pre-
ceder_ce,
3. ELECTRI3AL REQUIREMENTS :
3.1 TYPE
The S-Band hlgh power co:abiner shall be a waveguide hybrid or magic '_T" type.
I
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3.2 INPUT :
3.2.1 INPUT SIGNAL :
The ¢ombiner_shall xecelve two signals in the freqL,ency rauge o_ 2090 to
" 120 mc'.separated by approxlalately 5 mc and at a power level of up to
I 20 kw cw each. The input sigpals to the combiner will be suppiieo by power
!
amplifiers described in Colllm. Radio Company SpecS{Icatlon 12b-0426-001,
S-Band Power b,-apiifier.
3.2.2 INPUT .MATCH:
The combiner i11p-t VSWR (both ports) shall not exceed 1. 25 : l" over the fre-
quency range of 2090 to 2120 mc for operation under any environ_.utal
coHditlons and power levels specified herein.
3.3 OUTPUT :
3.J.1 OUTPUT SIGNAL:
The combiner shall provide an o_,tput signal consisting of up _o 16 kw cw
tones when supplied with input sigt:als of up to 20 kw cw each. Thls 9_-
combined output sigr:al is intended to be f.,r.lished to a transvit antenna
feed.
In addition, a second outp-t shall direct wasted RF power to an RF load.
3.3.2 OUTPUT MATCH :
The combiner o-tput shall deliver not less than 9 kw cw per tone when opera-
tlug into a load of VSWR between i.0 and 1.5 at any frequency within the
frequency baud speclfied herein.
3.3.3 OUTPUT WAVEGUIDE :
Care shall be takec in the tinlsh, cleat,llness, and joining of the wave-
goide components. The complete waveguide syste,, is intended to be press,ri-
zed through to the ante,:na feed with dry nltrogen. The combiner shall be
c.-pable of positive p_ess,riza ion to0.5 psig. The output waveguide and
.....
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eo_ponents shall be W_-430.
3.3,4 OUTPUT COUPL_I_:
: Directional couplers ._hell be provided at each output in order to a_Jnitor
3
both combined output power and power to the RF load. F_terlng shall be
provided on a remote panel to indicate combined outpot pOWeT and power to
the RF load. Two incident power output and one reflected power output ports
are required for _mztoring.
3.3.5 ISOLATI O_ :
At leaet 20 db of_ Isolatlon shall be provided between iuputs of the combiner.
: Varlatioue in the RF load shall not cause degradation of the output signal.
3.3.6 LINEARITY :
The third order intermodulatlon product of two tones each producing I0 kw
output and separated iu frequency of 5 ,.c shall rot exceed a level of 30 db
below the level of either tone when the co_,blTmr is delivering power to a
mismatched load producing any phase angle and a VSW_R of 1.5 at the m:ipllfler
output. The requirements of this paragraph apply t_ any operating frequency _
in the frequency band specified herein.
3.3.7 RADIATION :
RF lea_age froln the combiner when operating under rated condlti ._8 shall not
exceed that specified in MIL-I-26600 except that the level permitted shall
be 50 db higher than that requlred by MIL-I-26600. The requlrements of this
paragraph apply when the combiuer Is operating at any frequency in the fre-
qaency band speclfled herein.
3.4 RF LOAD :
A radio-frequency du_y load shall be furnished capable of absorbing 5 kw
of average power. The VSWR of this load shall not exceed 1.25 over the band
2090-2120 me. The dmm,,y load shall be equipped with flow meters and thermo-
meters to determine the amplifier power output. The load shall be compatible
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_ith the h6at exchanger coolant flow _,nd press,re. The load shall
. be cap=hie of pressurization to 0.5 Fsi and be completely RF shielded.
" Sufficient air aud/or liquid cooiant shall be supplied to allow the _2 load :
to operate w_thi,_ ratings over the complete environmental range as specified.
Suitable _oolant flow valges, temperature controls, and pressure switches
shall be provided to prevent any malfuactioning of, or damage to, the RF
load, due to improper cooling. Adequate post-operative eoollng shall be
provided if required.
3.5 REMOTE CONTF.OL PANEL:
A remote control panel shall be provided which will contain as a mini_.lum
r
:
the following controls and indicators:
(a) Colabined output power.
.V-
(b) Power RF load
(c) Coolant flow In RP load
" :
-4 (d) Safety inter_lock alarms
I
4. ENV IRONMEN_AL :
A. i ANTENNA MOUNTED EQU!P_NT:
4. i.I TEMPERATURE:
_. I.I.i OPERATION WITHOUT DEGRADATION:
The RF combiRer system shall operate without degradation in perfor_mnce
in an ambient temperature range from +120 degrees F to 0 degrees F.
4. I.1.2 SURVIVAL:
The RF co,-,biner system shall s,,rvive and operate, with degraded performance
allowed, in an ambient temperature range fro,.,120 degrees F to 130 degrees F
and from -25 de_.rees F to 0 d=_rees F.
4. i.1.3 SOLAR RADIATION :
All temperat_res measured in the shade.
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4. I,2 RELATIVE HUMIDITY :
0 to i00%.
4. i.3 ALTITUDE:
0 to 15_000 feet above mean sea level.
4.1.4 SHOL_ AND VIBRATION:
The RF combiner shall operate within speclfications under the shock and
vibrotion conditions r,ormally assDciated with equipment mo,.mted on the
movable portzoll of a steerable_tracking an(anna Specifically, tDe
antenna mounted portions of the combiner _y._tem shall be subJect__d to
accelerations of 20 °/sec2 (at th_ X axis) under conditions of eme'gency
, stops. It is antlclp_led that the power amplifier section that is antenna
mounted will be located approximately 40 feet from the X axis. Antenna
structure resonance may reach 2.5 cps. In order _o preclude introduction
of sympathetic vlbra_lons in the power amplifier at antenna str_cture
-I r-_ resonance, the natural resonance of the power amplifier (antenna mounted
sectior8) shall be above 3.0 cps.
4.2 INDOOR OPERATI ';"_EQUIPMENT:
4.2. ] TEMPERATURE :
Operate to specifications from +120 degrees F to +32 degrees F.
4.2.2 HIIMIDITY ;
Operate to specificatioz,.s from 20To to 80% relative humidity.
4.2.4 DEGRADED PERFORMANCE :
Survive and operate but with degraded performance from 0% to 95% relative
humid ity.
4.2.5 ALTITUDE :
Operate to specificatlon_ from _ea level to 15,000 above mean sea level.
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.4,3 SIIIPPING AND CRATED OL'TS!DE STORAGE :
(a) Temperature: +I00 degrees to -65 degrees F.
I (b) Relative Humidity: 0 to 100%.
(c) Altitude: 0 to 35,000 feet above mea:_ sea level.
(d) Shock ar,d Vibratlon: Transportatlo_ by cemmon carriers over onusually
rough terrain.
(e) Salt Weter: Equipment shall witi_stand a 50-hour salt spray test, and
exhibit no corrosion when located within one mile of salt water.
(f) Desert Envirorunent: Component parts shell not be damaged by sand or
d,_st storms.
5. FELIABILITY : "_
The combiner system shall be designed for _mximum reliability and lifetime
under edverse environmental _conditions.
L
6. _CHANICAL :
__ _ 6. i _WEIGHT:
Total wei:_ht of the ar,te_na mour._ed equip_uent shall be minimum conszstent
w'th good mechanical and electrical design and ability to perform to these
speclfications.
6.2 DIMENSIONS :
The volume of the antenna mounted equipment of the combiner shall be minimum
consistent with good mechanical practice and compliance with performance
specifications,
6.3 FINISH:
All exterior surfaces of cablnets, racks, par,els shall be painted i_ accor-
dance wlth'MIL-F-14072.
6,4 CONNECTORS
Conuectors where required she i be type N for RF and MS for power and control
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6.5 MECHANICAL ATTACP_NT$ :
Attachments means shall be _rovlded to facilitate liftin8 where required.
5
_ i ii • i iii|
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appendix C
reliability analysis report
(1) Antenna Position Progrsmmer
(2) Tracking Data Processor, Single
_3) Tracking Data Processor:, Dual
(4) Timing System
2
J
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1. SCOPE
This report has been prepared in compliance with item 3.3 of Collins Dallas
Division Tecknical Requirements List !_,,-I,-13c. The report contains detailed
reliability and failure rate an_iyses for each major subsystem, including ap-
propriate failure model diagrams for various configurations of the Time
SL_ndard subsystem.
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The following docume_'ts have been used as reference materi_t in the prepara
tion of this report.
Collins Radio Co. Documents
126-0437 Technical Requirements List for Apollo Unified
S-Band Network.
RDP-224 Guidc Lines for Reliability Prediction of Electronic
Equipment.
Other Publicauons
"Reliability Theory and Practice" textbook by Igor Bazovsky,
Prentice-Hall, Inc._ 136...
3. EQUIPMENT COVERED BY REPORT
The following major subsystems are included in this report:
a. TE 409 Antenna Position Programmer
b. T'_ 410 TDP with Dual Doppler
c. TE 410A TDP with Single Doppler
el. TE 411 Time Standard
Since details of the design arc not yet available, the following equipments
are not covered by this report and will be included in a later reliability
analysis.
a. TE 412 Doppler Counter, Single Capability
b. TE 412A Doppler Counter, Dual Capability
1966005241-147
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4. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND SOURCES OF DATA
The followingconsiderations have been used as a basis for performing the
analyses of this repc.-t:
a. Except for emergenc}r mode open:ting conditions, the average
inlet air temperature has been assumed to be 85OF (30°C).
This is the average temperature that is now being experienced
at Collins Electronic Switching System Computer Terminals.
Forced air cooling from central blowers is expected to be used
throughout this system.
b. The reliability of the cooling systerr, itself has not been evaluated.
This area will be included in the next analysis report.
c. The failure rates for the C-8000 circui', cards have been obtained
primarily from operating experience at the Cedar Rapids Computer
Terminal. The_,e cards have undergone a total of i50 million
circuit card operating hours. They have experienced an overall
• average failure rate of . 064% per 1000 hours per card over all
' card types for the last 108 million hours of operation.
For all high usage card types, separate observed failure rate
values are available and i.hese are reflected in th,- summary
;.ables for each subsystem analysis in the sections below. In
the case of some low usage card types, the quantity 9f operating
card hours was insufficient for a statiCt_cally wdid failure rate
computation; a predicted vah_,e based on the k,,own parts popula-
tion and on an observed.part failure rate for the high usage cards
has been given in these cases. Thus, the "card" level failure
rate listings refer to observed card data, and the "pitt" level
listings signify an average part failure rate extropolation to the
card or unit. function. In some cases, a "unit" level estimate is
given which indicates an observed or predicted value on an equip-
ment basis.
d. The failure rate values used and the resulting subsystem MTBF
values obtained are expected to be realized by the subject equip-
ments after continuous operation for 6 months. Since part infant
failures occur rather slowly in an equipment which has utilized
large stress derating factors, significant burn-in takes place
during the first 6 months of operation. The MTBF improvement
is expected to be in the order of 2.5 to 1 for the 6-month maturity
point compared to the 1-month point.
e. The failure rate and reliability calculations are based or, constant
failu.e rates and on a parts population analysis. No attempt was
made to obtain MTBF improvement by selecting specific signal
paths, thus the analysis given assumes worst-case system com-
plexity conditions. As is customary, e::ponential probability dis-
tributlons have been assumed for all parts, circuit cards and units.
1966005241-148
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f. The i,I)P and TDP subsystems a_'e cases of pure series re-
liability, and a direct arithmetic summation of all failure
rate contributions results. Also, the subsystem MTBFfor
' each of these is the recii)r(,cai of the failure rate due to ex-
p,.mential distributions throughout.
g. The Time Standard subsystems have several intentionally
redundant paths. Exponential (listribution:_ prevail for the
case of redundancy with periodic inspection Itowcver, the
redundant networks are no longer exp(mcntia! for r('dun(hmcy
without repair, and the MTBF and failure rat( values arc not
related by the simple reciprocal.
h. The quantities used for parts and circuit cards at,, preliminary
and are thus subject to some change as the detailed desi;zn
becomes firm. These changes are expected lo be relatively
minor however.
i. The failure rate values for all purchased equipment are rough
approximations. These will be upgraded as supplier estimates
are received and as detailed stress analyses are submitted sub-
se:luent to contract awards.
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5. ANTENNA POSITION PROGRAMMER
The APP subsystem is comprised entirely of equipment that is functionally
in an "on-line" status. The reliability analysis is that of a pure series
model for all parts, cards and purchased equipment. The failure rates
assigned to the purchased equipments are only approximations since suppliers
have not been selected at this time.
1966005241-150
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TABLE 5-I Failure Rate Analysis. 9/30/64
Subsystem: Antenna Position Programmer, TE 409.
Inlet Temperature: 85°F
Level of Item Failure Rate Subtotal Failure Rate
Quantity Item Description Prediction %/1000 HR. %/1000 HR.
201 KA-Series card .041 8.241
522 KB-Series card .073 38. 106
44 KV-42 part .099 4. 356
71 KZ-48 card .17 12.07
3 KY-18 part .072 ,216
7 CB-Series part .018 .126
11 OS-28 part .11 .121
t RF-12 card .07 .07
10 RI-11 part .084 .840
84 RS-Series card .11 9.24
146 TR-57 card .038 5. 548
1100 CARD SUBTOTAL .072% (Av.) 78.93%
1 Tape Reader unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 Tape Handler unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 D/A Co nvt_'t :r part *28.0 * 28.0
3 20V. Power Supply part * 2.0 * 6,0
4 Angle Display ca.-d * 3.0 * 12,0
1 Time Display card * 3•0 * 3.0
11 PIJRCHASED EQUIP• * 59.0_o
SUBTOTAL
81 MISCELLANEOUS PARTS .03 2.45%
SUBTOTAL
SUB-SYSTEM TOTAL FAILURE RATE ............... 140.36 _o/1000 Hr.
SUB-SYSTEM MTBF ** 712 Itr• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • t • • • • • • •
* Indicates preliminary estimate, subject to revision after supplier selection has been made•
** MT B):" = 105
F. R. %/1000 Hr.
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6. TRACKING DATA PROCESSOR,. SINGLE DOPPLER
The introductory remarks of Section 5 above also apply to the TDP subsystem.
The TDP has low and high speed outputs which represent a form of redundancy.
The reliability analysis is made for all outputs functioning however, and thus
neglects this fact o_ redundant signals.
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_¢BLE 6-1 Failure Rate An;dysis. 9,/30/6,_
Subsystem: TE 410A, TDP With Single Doppler
Inlet Temperature: t_,5°F
Level of Item Failure Rate Subtotal Failure Rate
_antity Item Description Prediction r/_/1000 HR. %/1000 HR.
288 KA Series card .041 11. 808
189 KD Series card .073 13. 797
32 KV - 42 part .099 3. 168
4 K&" - 18 part .072 .288
5 KZ - 48 card .17 .85
4 CB Series part .01 ? ,072
55 GP - 2! card .074 4,070
3 OA - 31 part .061 .183
4 OS - 28 part 11 .44
5 PD - 12 part 021 .105
22 RI - 11 part 084 1. 848
313 RS Series card 11 34.43
_._176 TR - 57 card 038 6. 688
? 100 CARD SUBTOTAL 071% (Av.) 77.75 %
3 Power Supply part * 2.0 * 6.0
1 Tape Punch unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 Tape Reader unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 Interval Counter part "12.0 * 12.0
1 Tape Handler unit * 5.0 * 5.0
t TTY Power Supply part * .3 .3
1 Filter unit * .2 * .2
1 10-Digit Display card * 5.0 * 5.0
1 12-Digit Display card * 6.0 * 6.0
2 Display P.S. part * .5 * 1.0
13 PURCHASED EQUIP. 45.5 _,
SUBTOTAL
31 Miscellaneous Parts .04 1.2
240 .Toggle Switches .02 4.8
271 MISCELLANEOUS PARTS 6.0 %
SUBTOTAL
SUBSYSTEM TOTAL FAILURE RATE .................. 129.25%
SUBSYSTEM MTBF ............................ *2. 774 Hr.
* and ** See notes on previous page_.
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7. TRACKING DATA PROCESSOR,, DUAL DOPPLER
The only difference between the single and dual doppler TDP subsystems
is an increase in circuit card and purchased equipment quantities for the
dual version. The reliability analysis ie similar to that for the single
doppler cas _.
1966005241-154
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ABLE 7-1 Failure Rate Analysis 9/30/64
Subsystem: TE 410, TDP With Dual Doppler
Inlet Temperature: 85OF
L_v_ei-o/ - item _:aiiure Rate Sub_ot_u_
Quantity Item Description Prediction _/1000 .HR._____ %/;000 HR.
288 KA Series card .041 10. 988
378 KD Serlem card .073 27. 594
40 KV - 42 part .099 3. 960
4 KY - 18 part .072 .288
5 KZ - 48 card .17 .85
4 CB Series part .018 .072
51 GP - 21 card .074 3. 774
3 OA - 31 part .061 183
4 OS - 28 part .1 _. .44
5 PD - 12 part .021 105
17 RF - 12 card .07 1 19
22 RI - 11 part .084 1 848
364 RS - Series card .11 40 04
185 TR - 57 card (;:_8 7. 030
1350 CARD SUBTOTAL . 073% (Av.) 98.36 %
3 Power Supply pa-t * 2.0 * 6.0
i Tape Punch uni: * 5.0 * 5.0
1 Tape Reader unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 Interval Counter part "12.0 * 12.0
1 Tape Handler unit * 5.0 * 5.0
1 TTY Power Supply part * .3 * .3
1 Filter unit * .2 * .2
2 10-Digit Display card * 5.0 * 10.0
2 12-Digit Display card * 6.0 * 12.0
4 Display P.S. part * .5 ° * 2.0
17 PURCHASED EQUIP. 57.5 %
SUBTOTAL
31 Miscellaneous Parts .04 1.2
240 Toggle Switches .02 4.8
271 MISCELLANEOUS PARTS 6.0
SUBTOTAL
SUBSYSTEM TOTAL FAILURE RATE .................. 161.86 %
SUBSYSTEM MTBF ............................ *.*. 618 Hr.
I i
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8. TIME STANDARD SUBSYS'rEM
,he reliabilityanalysisofthissubsystem israthercomplex sinceseveral
branches oftheequipmenthave intentionallybee,._made redundant. Specifi-
_.ally,thebasictime standardgenerationsecth_nshave need forextremely
highdependabilityand thusutilizequipmentredundancyas wellas an emer-
gency power source. Inaddition,allpower suppliesforthissubsystem are
individuallyredundant. Fortunately,inboththeseredundantcases the switch-
over between thetwo pathsisperformed instantaneouslyintheeventoffailure
ofone path,and no correctionisrequiredfor switchovertime loss.
The reliab",iitymodel diagrams givenbelow are notthe same ,_ system block
diagrams, but ratherrepresentthefailuredependanciesofthesystem. Thus,
forthe system toperform it'sproper function,alielemeW.s thatare inseries
mu_t operate. Iftwo or more items are inparallel,thesystem willcontinue
toperforrait'srequiredfunctionifone oftheparal!eielements isfvnctioning.
However, failureofallelementsina parallelpathwillresultinsystem failure.
There are two approachestoa redundantsystem bothofwhich are presentedhere.
Redundancy WithoutPeriodicInspection.
The firstapproachassumes syste_ operationwithou_repairuntil
system failurehas occurred. An improvement ofsystem reliability
isprovidedby theredundantelements,buttherelationshipbetwcen
faiIurerateand MTBF isnot a reciprocalfunction,as isthecase
forseriescomponents. The instantaneousfailurerateofa parallel
system isa variablefunctionoftheoperatingtime althoughtheMTBF
isstilla constantvalue.(1)
Redundancy With PeriodicInspection
The second approach assumes thatthesystem isinspectedperiodically
and any failedpartsare repairedatthetime ofinspecHon. This Inspec-
tionreturnsthesystem toa stateoffullredundancyes,-htime thein-
spectionisperformed. Therefore,over longperiodsoftime, the
redunclantsystem has an averageconstantfaJ_re rateand theMTBF
isequaltothe reciprocalofthefailurerate.
(1) Igor,3azovsky,"ReliabilityTheory and Practice"
PrenticeHall,Inc.1961, pp 99-100.
(2) Ibid. pp 200-201.
The differencebetween thetwo approachesismost drah._tticailyevidentinthe
analysisofthe redundantpathsindicatedin Fig. I as XY. The MTBF ofthis
reciundantpathwithoutperiodicinspectionis5706hours. However, ifinsi_ection
and repairisperformed every 100 hours, theMTEF becomes 343,400hours o
thusan improvement factorof58.
The MTBF valuefortheentireTime StandardSubsystem isalsoincreasedby
use of periodic inspection. However, the difference is not very great since the
_" major contributors to system failure rate are the non-_-edu_lant areas.
1966005241-156
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TABLE 8-1 FailureRate Analysis 9/30/54
Subsystem: TE 411 Time Standard,Cn Line Equipment
InletTemperature: 85°F
Level Item Group Group
of Failure Rate Failure Rate Failure _
Quantity Item Description Prediction %/1000 Hr. Symbol %/1000 t!:
-24V. Power Supply
96 Misc. Parts part .020 (Av.) h 1 1.9
Regulator
200 Misc. Parts part .0047(Av.) , 2 94
Frequency Divider
52 C-8000 Cards card _ 3 3.09
Digital Clock & Display
62 C--8000 Cards card 3.48
62 Misc. New Cards part .081 (Av.) 5 J
124 SUBTOTAL _ 4 8.48 %
Time Code Generai_r
66 C-8000 Cards card _ 5 4.70
± 20V. Power
192 Misc. Parts part .020 (Av.) tk 6 4.0
BCD - Binary Converter
165 C-8000 Cards card _ 7 7.09
Distribution Chassis
689 C-8000 Cards card 77.38
14 Misc. New Cards part .36
126 Misc. Parts part .039 (Av.) 4.88
SUBTOTAL _ 8 82.62 %
Count Down Clock
106 C-8000 Cards card . /_ 9 3.11
-20V. Power Supply
96 Misc. Parts part )_ 10 2.0 %
With Periodic WithoutPcriodi
Inspectioa Inspcc:"on
* 93.1% **SUBSYSTEM TOTAL FAILURE RATE ............
SUBSYSTEM MTBF ........................ **'1074 Hr. 920 Hr.
* - Due to redundant paths, failure rate summation is not arithmetic sum, see reliability
model analysis.
** - Subsystem failure rat,e without repair is not easily computed.
*** - For case with periodic inspection, MTBF = 10 5
r_ o , ,
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8.3 Time Standard Emergency Mode Analysis
The emergency mode of operation is the condition which would exist in the
event t;f main power shut-down. The equipments which would continue to
operate are the Frequency Divider, the Digital Clock. These
are powered by the stand-by Emergency Power and the Regulators.
The Regulator and Digital Clock failuce rates have been established
in previous sections of this report. We have not been able to determine an
assignable failure rate for the battery at the present time. liowever, the
operating life for one full load cycle has been established as 5 hours. The
calculations /or the emergency mode of operation have been made to determine
the probability of success[u! completion of such a 5-hour period of operation.
As in the normal mode of operation, the principle of redundancy has been
utilized to increase the probability of successful completion of the 5-hour period.
Certain aspects of the batteries' reliability _avc r,ot yet been adequately studied.
The main problem anticipated wo,.Id be the possible degradation of battery op-
erating life due to im_.pzoper maintenance.
One o_ the necessary reliability requirements would thus be inclusion of the
battery in the normal periodic maintenance. Provision of a means for determin-
ing the vitality of the battery would be required so that replacement could be
affected at such time as the battery capability falls below the required minimum.
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TABLE 8-2 Failure Rate Analysis
Subsystem: TE 411 Time Standard, Emergency Mode
It,em Failure Rate * Item Failure Rate
Item Description at 30°C at 50°C
(Blowers On) (Blowers Off)
%/1000 Hr. %/1000 llr.
Emergency Power Source **
Regulator . _44 6.32
Frequency Divider 3, 09 20.70
Digital Clock 8.48 56.82
Total Path Failure Rate - 12.51% 83.84 % I
n
]
Single Path Reliability .99581
Redundant Path Reliability .9999824
* Failure rate a_ 50°C is 6.7 times the failure rate at 30°C as indicated on
the following page.
** The batteries wbich supply the emergency power are assumed to have no
assignable failure rate. See the text for further discussion.
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TABLE 8-3 Failure Rate of Parts at Increased Temperature, Blowers OFF.
Subsystem: Time Standard, Emergency Mode
% Failure Rate Failure R ate Weighted
Part Type Contribution at 30°C Increase Factor Failure Rate
Inlet Temperatule %/1000 Itr.
Semiconductor 76 8 608
Resistor 4 2.7 13.8
Capacitor 8 2.0 !6 0
Misc. 12 2.75 33.0
TOTAL 100 % 667.8 %
Failure Rate at 50°C Inlet Temp.
Overall Factor = Failure Rate at 30°C Inlet Temp. = 6.7
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TABLE 8-4 l,':tilure Rate Analysis
Subsystem: Time Stancard, ()/f-Line Equq)ment
Item Failure Rate
Quantity Item I)cscripti on %/1000 Iir. Subtotal
* Propagation Delay Generator Group_
5 KA Series .04! .205
4 KB Series .073 .29
4 CB- 15 .015 .06
4 OS - 28 .11 ,44
2 New Designs .075 (Av.) .15
19 SUBTOTAL 1.15 %
1 60 cps Power Amplifier **
1 WWV Receiver **
1 Oscilloscope * *
1 VLF Receiver **
1 Chart Recorder **
* - Includes Delay Generator, Time Comparison Circuit, and
Oscilloscope Trigger Circuit.
** - Failure rate data not yet available.
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9. CONCLUSIONS
The foregoing report has given a d,_,tailt.(I vclial)ilitv analysLs of the four
major subsystems and has r,,sulte(l in cut'vcnt l)rc(llcttons of M'I'I_]." for ('ach.
It is felt that, considering tile highly complex nature t,f 'hose equipments, the
MTBF values are very favorable and rcpresent a high degree of reliability.
The following chart is presentcd as an overall summary and includes a list-
ing of piece part usage together with a computed average part failure ralt:.
for all electronic circuits dcveloped by Collins Ra(ho Comp:my. The corres-
ponding evaluation of non-Collins equipment must be deferred until a later
date. It is seen that the resulting values of part failure rate are approximately
• 003_ pc" 1000 hours for _ll four subsystems. This value represents about
the practical limit that is attainable with standard parts.
** l_csulting
Average Part
Subsystem MTBF * Total Parts Usage Fai]ure Rate
TE409 APP 712 Hr. 27,581 .0029%
TE410 TDP 618 Hr. 34,021 .0031%
TE410A TDP 774 Hr. 27,771 .0030%
TE 411 Time Std. 1074 Hr. 37,936 ***. 0024%
* Includes Collins developed circuits only.
** In % per 1000 hr.
*** With periodic inspection of redundant paths.
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reliability analysis report
encoding system
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Page l
RELIARILITY ANALYSIS
COLLINS RADIO
X-Y ANTENNA POSITION ENCODING SYSTEM
Subcontract 263230-T
DATEX SOR 16,_56
I. AZIMUTH TPANSMITTEI i
i
t
L 2_. AZIMUTH RECEIVER i
I
i iI
[ 3. ELEVATIOi_ TRANSNITTEP I
I
[ 4. ELEVATION RECEIVER I
I
I
1
I
7. gO0 CY'_I.-_ POWE_ SUi FLY j
The Precision Angle Encoding System Is a series
system For reliability analysis, Indicatln 9 that
the failure of any component outlined In the
diagram of reliability shown above makes the
encoding system Inoperative.
OAB:ht
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Reli_bi lI _-,/ Anal.,gis
18 S,'pt, ,rb, r 196_
Page 2
Ri_LIA[,II. ITY - IAti " I
i
MFAN TIME BFTWEFH l _El. lf', "_Y
FAILUP, LS IN HOURS J "3-
SUB-ASSEMBLY mi 1, qi e r"i
1
i" ,F
!
AZIMUTH
T P,ANSMI TT r R I q O, 0OO i o L 3.?
- ! • t
AZIMUTH
!
RECEIVER ,."q.,0OO , .7 r'_'_,,-:,
ELEVAT I ON
T?,ANSMITTER 150,O00 .c.L,;_
ELEVAT I ON l
_ECFI VER I ?5 0OO 7r _
I II • - _ -
I
I
INTERCABLI NG lOO,OOO .91q8
LOGI C
POWER SUPPLY 80,OOO . 895S
400 CYCLE
POWER SUPPLY IOO,O00 .91q8
CALCULATED VALUES
msl = 7947 hours
Rsl = 0.3306 (Based on annual Inspection & preventive
mai ntenance) .
t = 3800 hours
DAB:hi
i
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Reliabillty Ana]ysi_
18 Septemb(-r 19G4
) Page 3
RELIABILITY - TABLE II
I _ k " MEAN T-'nT{"BieTWEEN....| RF_I.IA[_L,Ty I
FAILUF'.LSIN IIOUP,S I -t_
In,i
$UB-ASSEMRLY mI RI = e !
, ] 4
AZI MUTH i
TRANSMIT'FFR l r,O,O00 .9711 '{
I . ._ , , = •
AZIMUTH
RFCEIVFR 25,OOO ,8356
F.LEVAT!ON
I
,T_ANSMITTER 150,OOO .971 l
i
ELEVATI ON
_ECEIVER _q OOO 8386
t
INTERCABLI NG IOO,OOO .9570
J _ ! .
,_ , • L i
LOGIC
POWER SUPPLY 80,000 .9_6_
- n, n , , _ ,, _, • _ J
1400 CYCLE'POWER SUPPLY 100,OO0 .9.r,70
- _ ,. _ , ,_i . __ :
__ALCU-L_ATED .'.'/A.L.UES
= 7947 hours
ms2
Rs2 = 0:57/_9 (Based on sernl-lnnual Inspection @ndpreventlve malntenance).
t - 4_00 hours J
DAB:ht
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* Reliability Analysis
'_,.. 18 September 1964
I_._tlILBjL. ]El _lll_ page _,
The Receiver Units have Included withln th,_
the dlgital storage and output buffer circuits.
The 400 cycle power supply is an all solid state
design with a|l components very cunservatively
rated.
0A8: ht
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Reliabllity Analysis
18 S,:pt:_',r,b, r 1964
DEFINITIONS A;ZC)FORMULAF
"t
mT
RI = e
R1 = I.UO0 ilidicat_,s ai,_olute reliability
(;_o pr_,t,al.ility ol failure For any ier,gt'
of missi('m time).
Rs = R 1 X R_,_.X R3 - - - P7
(For series reliability syst.erns)
m. -_ t × LOGIoe also, ms =
-T+I + 1 .....LOGIo(s) _I ;2 ;3
_.e = 2.71828
LOGIo 434294-e - O. :
R I = Rellability of i.,dlvidual sub-assemblies
(R l R 2 F',3 etc. _,Ine probability that sub-ass ,_Llies
will not fail during the mission time "t"
t = Mission time (th," rime Interval in hours
the equlr_nent wi]l work contlnuously befcre
It is shutdown for inspection, prever,t:_e
maintenance and replacement, lubricatir, r,
cleanlng, etc.)_'t" Fhould not exceed 8R6(_ t:our. _
which is equivalent to a continuous s_,r_ice of
24 hours a day _or one year.
m I = Mean tlme between Fallures of Individual
sub-assemblies in hours after the initlal
"burn in" period based on tables, field
experience and dat_. m i Includes the be;:ofits
of derating compon_:f,t rated characteri..tict, ror
design reliabili_ i:_., a bulb raLed at 28Vand 3000 hours w..i have 60,000 hours ]it_,
on 23 volts.
ms - System mean time between failures.
Q
REFERENCE: Reliability Theory and Practice
Igor Bazovsky
Prentlcf, Hallt i-96i
DAB:hi
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error code generator
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/nformatlon Science Center I Collins Radio Company. Newport Beach. California
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1. SCOPE
_hl= specification covers the functional requirement= of the Error Detection
Code Generator (EDCG) used in the Tracking Data Processor (TDP).
2. _.E_TCE DOC',T,,_'-,_'TS
NASA GSTE-TDS-TDP-I-P_ I- Performance Specification for Trackln 6 Data
Processor.
126-0438-00Collins Radio Company Specification, TrackLng Data Processor.
3. m__s
3.1 FUNCTION - The Error Detection Code Generator, shown in Figure i, she/_
perform the following _nctions:
I. Accepts data from RiI of the _ and provides the data to the polynomial
code generator.
2. Originates check bits in groups of 33 bits or 22 bits by polynomial
di,_slon applied to the data bits and converts the code word to non-
zero modulus by the addition of special words.
3. Adds the check bits to the end of the corresponding data to form a code
word and sends %,hecomposite to the modem and the magnetic tape recorder.
_. Accepts and provides control and timing si_%als to facilitate the trans-
fer of data and timing to/from the TDP.
5- RO"_: This speclficatlon does not apply to the following functions which
may be associated with the EDCG or the TDP.
(a) Any integral tes t facility to check the operation of the EDCG.
(b) The complete interface requirements of the TDP to the magnetic
tape recorder.
(c) The complete interface requirements of _the TDP to the modem.
(d) The interface requirements of the magnetic _ recorder to tae
modem.
3.2 MODE OF OP_vR,_!ON - The EDCG shall be capable o_ four operating modes.
The modes are determined by the following switches associated with the-TDP.
A. Code Selection
(I) _A settin6 of 33 shall cause the polyncmlal code generator to
provide33 check bits.
(2) A setting of 22 shall cause the polyn_a! code generator to
provide 22 check _lts. -.
)
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([.) A sett: .... --" __-._ "-i - i_er secoI;& shall defln_. _.-e fr&T,e Zensc't
(2) Sc-:ti::": :.f2:gC, ZCC0 or 6.C0bits per seccni shall define _e
f-'c..c i.e:.'.;_:u _o be 200 b;-.,s.
_he :cur c-;era_io:.al.-..odesof .the EDCG shall be &esiL._ated with the .-.'._.:uer
of _"--" ":_
..........s followed by she fr&ne length as follows:
27-./-[ 3
33/2%c
3.3 HIGH e:,_-_._DAUA FC?'tAT "__'_ "......
.... ._ ...= t'i'_ _OSID2.O[:S Xi'_2.l. _. "C/.e _"_" = i- , _ _.-=." are ge::eraLized
_- T__b..eT. _.e crier of sequencing th_ _nech hi_s -'-'-.-allbe the ._.:ost
'scare _.: are a resui_ of varioussigr.ificant bit (33 cr 22) first. _:e " _ ::b....
code ._-:dir_-:.=_= selections _.nd shell be treated _he _-_T,eas +/ue "data" bits
in _heir application to the pOl_T.oz.ir---:code c_enera-_cr. _ne "s)T,c"bits
: shall always be a bina._-jzero.
_- ..... ____.- ,':::_.-_ S_O-" ....
._:._::.,,'_._-, , _ .;_ . .': _'._nc,_.ion _ ; 22/240 _ - :. _,.,-.s' 3_-,'o:;0
_ _-:_ i ,-,;_ t __-_. I-:-:_5 1
_..ee-xh: ! - !65,:20 } .... ,
! 1 i 1S_? i°-gt_00 I 239:24C 199.,2¢C. 239,240
-_" -_T POSITIOI'IS_±_,. £P_ DATA ._0BSt_T_"
TgU_LE __
,' 3.4 T]___,G - The _CG receives its _"_--,---ofrom.the __:rlng System via the TDP.
_e c-rE mode.'.',associated "'_" _"
-_- ,.-_nthe _-_CG shall be ex_ernai_y timed, i.e.,
.o_ the EDCG.accept t_.ing =_ -
3-5 D'_CRIPTi01¢ OF .---_"±:,,.=._.';%',w_,___._:,:_,-- CODES - Tl:epOi_ozial codes generated by
the z_G are cf _le tyi_e known as Bose-Chaudhurl codes. The following
functions are _ne generator polynomial P(X) 8-_.dthe non-zero modulus M(X):
(1) 35 mt code
P(X)--x_ +x_z+x_°+x_a-+_ +x_ +Z3+x_a.x_x+-xl_
•_5, xm +x'_a+x8+x7+x3._ +l
L
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(2) "
....... : y s 2 5 2'' 4"--_, = - =- .2vz. _ j. _ .',_'_+ * + X +-X + - X + +  I
" _'D "_ z
,, ":k:';= X _ ._:
£;
3.6 .................. -.............:"- COD-2 - _qe har.:'-,-_'areto -'-:::_!et.el;tthe
pol)_C=.ial 2C:;::'::':::" :"_.C'JOLG .o?-,sis_:Sof a shift register "¢i_h #to-
' ;,".a--,onz"" - for .__-f--_a..._-.""""_".....-- of. ....--&c-'_._: ",'ords an_ the proper n_ber of =cd_o
: " _','oaa_ra. "_::e_-'--:'.:_of ehi_t register positicns is equal to the orde) '-
-_of _:le r,O±',r:.;.c-""• '-:" " .... "" "_ - _..emoa,-,o two a_er_ are placed between the elements
of :_,e'"reci:'te;-_:-_.^:_--'.-_.... to -_hepei_._,omiaigenei'ator -A,-netion. Tile _,
i generatorz, ac-5i;=._L=r.ef,te-_according to the dia/£_, sho_'nin Figures 2 and3 .
'/he opera,_on of the eoae cenerator is as fol_ows:_
I
:, _(i) -U._on recel-ot c-Sa _-_-ztsignalu__ from the TDP, gate G1 is d/sa'oled and
t, :_.....a_. _- _b er.a&'.e&, o ;
: . (2) .-'._.'ne_a-.a --,s c:oczea .n .... .... u .-_ee:s_er --,_ .... _j -- ..... :j/
" ! " : ...... : ----t_'_----"" 5-- "'_Ce_-_-cf-_':e -\;C-=:r _='_--:" 0_ data bits _bm _,he. _DP 5_sed-r ....
" , - _Dt _! _" "':a-_--_ .. "'" -"- -'":--" ....... t- " .. _ . _ _ t_ _.: _ ..:
_- _:: tJ_<:::2-:" " _ (&_t:: A°_g_XS_-i,;o-'. a- :;o_.-cen-_-¢-£ginN t?e code word to a non-.zero mo_l-,:-_us i_ :..
:_-" :g_\ p.!:_:'_2-'.c-!-=-"-: _qer: added to _he conter,ts of %_qe Er:i£tregister. _ne- 33-bit sp'ecia_.':-I" ....
7-:,'-.i.:.'&_; ..... __ :::- -_:_o_d corresponds to _ue pbl),_o_.,_'e&: " . .... -_ " ,
:=- • {- -_-::-::< :.- ' " -_ - _.l _30 -_ 25 )23 22 _20 _ -__8 % 17 16 , _15 :., " 7._.
_,...." i--1.-:_:'_:f" -:_-......X_.\:+ _ + X" + X + Y +.'K + X _,X+ X + X _+,X. . ..-.,"-..
-'..:-l,:-_,,-:;.,-.- - :.-7_iee92-o}t :s_.ec__@:_o_d.cerresponds .}o :_ze,:__yn.om-_ml.., ° . .., :.. .
:_ t ::- _-" : The a_1_-t±6n o# +:hese-specia_-',,ords is aaccompllshed by complementing, i" I: '
-7-!- :. . :" _ ': the)conteNtS of +/_ei£shi:ftre_ister:,po_[_ions:.&s sho_n "in Pi_ures 2 :" i
. ] ,. - _- •a "-: _ :--m_. - ::__.. - . " :: : • e - _ :" ,:,_ -_- _" "_ "."'_c_" b_ts sh_t), be- ' -,- , - .... : d 3. .",'he-__td_tion-_s per.o._.ea,.s.ch-t?_at_e _.e ..... -- [
"- !' • >.: :_- _'- -:. -. enabled _a-__e.- modem at ::tt_-._-irs__ .,:ogem _hlt _e ,o-,o,..-..no .the T_n_l ,
;_ I. :: -.... ' : s_a_e-b_t-{-o_-dg_a---bit:_de_en_ng-.-on_..___e fo_gt in Table I). '. "" I '
_-".,' :,,1 _i:_""-._:_,:- -_-" ... - .-"_-- ..o:. _-'.... / --._-._. .-r_,_.- --,_- -_=-:,--L --:_::•_-'-,.-.:.>:':2-- . .. ' " " ...2- 1 ":2 :'i:; - :- " (:5)'A_e_ tNe Sp.ec;i word- s been a_aeg; gat eGl _s enaoled and .th_ . o .
. - _I.--_ :-" " _; i cor_ezts.-o_the gene_et6r i$:then-shifte_d=te_the modem. As the - [;
4. I - _ ._-_ : -i_<7 chehk bits ar_ _shlf-t_d_out,.ze:rosare__f:t_:;into the generator " I ,
7--,"" :'_ :'" "' 1-- ' " %. leav&hg it in a:reset condition; _.e.. _a!I:-zer0s. , . " ' ! ."
',_*"_._.'. .;:=47.:o,_ -"(.6"i":The generator remains in.the f_,se=,conditidg' walting:._,0r.-thenext. .:.:.,_ . .
: _--4 ': .....s'"_....7, >_st,aT._t .igna! fTom the TDP. ': ' > " ' ' ' ' "'":""i'" '
i
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3.7 _:'[:_F_SE SIGI;ALS _T_ _ TDP - The followir_ types of Signals are required
to interface _he EDCG with the TDP:
(1) From the TDP to the EDCG -
(a) Data - Tr.is signal contains the serial data information assembled
by :he L2T.P.
_.o1 Start Sis_,al This signal indicates the data is ready to be
transferred from the TDP.
(c) Modem Ti_/ng - This signal consists of 600, I000, i200 or 2400
pps, dependent upon the selected modem rate.
(d) Code Selection - This signal indicates the number of check bits
shall be 22 or 33-
(e) Mode- Rate - This signal indicates _he length of the fr_r..eshall
be 200 or 240 bits.
_. (_) From the -_CG to the TDP :
f
(a) Ready - _is Signal. indicates the EDCG is in the operate mode
and is re_iy to accept data from the TDP. (NOTE: this signal o
is not _n indication of the Operating condition of the modem
or the com_nunication link.) " "
l
(b) Shift Pulse- _nis signal indicates that the EDCG requires a
bit of data from the TDP.
- ..Z
3.8 _IRFAC2 SIGI;ALS _O _ MOD_I
(I) En._oded "-_- " _nis sib_m.alconsists of the data bits, the check
- bits, _n& the sync/ironization bi_ to _e tramsmi_te_.
(2) TLr.&nz - _ais signal provides the trans.m&t timing rate to the modem.
(3) Data Termln__! Ready "'_-" :'- _...s signal indicates the EDCG and TDP are
read_"to operate with the modem.
,, 3.9 I:__-"AC_ SIO"_AL.S TO 7.,_ .',_D.',.'ET,_C T_P2 P.ECORDER
| -" -
: (I) Encoded Message - This signal consists of the data bits, the check bits,
' and the synchronizatlon bi_ as sent to the modem.
J
(2) Timing - This signal consist._ of the modem transmit timing signal.
- L.
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D 2, APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS
The followingdocuments,of_he._ssueineffecton date_finvitation
for bids, form a pa_ of this specification to the extent specified
herein. Where the requirements of this specification and the latest issue
of the liste_d documents conElct this specification shall govern.
Military Specifications
MIL-E-4158 Electronic EquiPment, Ground, Geueral
Requirements for
/
MIL-I-26600 Interference Control Requirements,
Aeronautical Equipment
Federal Specifications
TT-E-529 Enamel, Alykd,Semi-Gloss
,C. R. C. Specifications
O.AP-100 Quality Assurance Requirements for Vendors
580-0106-00 Finish, Paint, Process =
511-4524 Error Detection Code Generator of the Tracki_
Data Processor used in the Apollo S-Band Network
TRL-196-0437 Tes-_ Procedure _
,EIA,Standard ..
RS-232-A Interface Between Data Processing Terminal
Equipment and Data Communication Equipment=
3. REQUmEMETS
3.1 Design. - The Message Encoder Units shall contain the following baatc
elements:
Error Detection Code Generator (EDCS)
High Speed Communication Equipment (HSCE) Interface ....
Ma_o_etic Tape Recorder (MTR) Interface
2
I I1, ,i I I III II . i ,... .., i _ r,
D UNLESS:OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CODE IDENT SIZE DRAWING NUMBER - ,,--
DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES NO. "
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FRACTIONS DECIMALS ANGLES ..... I
=1/64 =.005 =i-" SCALE NONE WT ISHEET ... 2 ...,
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3.1, 1 Error Detection Code Generator Functions.- The Error Detection Code
D Generatorshall'performthefollowingfunctions_CompletefunctionalrequirementsfortheEDCG are givenin specification511-4524):
a. Accept data _rom the Tracking Data Processor and provide the data to
a polynomial code generator.
b. Originate check bits in groups of 33 bits or £2 bits by polynomial
division applied to the data bits.
¢. Add check bits to the end of the corresponding data to form a code
word and send the composite to the modem and Be magnetic tape
recorder.
d. Accept and provide control and timing signals to facilitate the trans:er
of data and timing to and from the Tracking Data Processgr.
3.1.2. HSCE Interface Functions. -
The MEU shallhave thecapabilityofinterfacingwiththeHSCE in
accoxdaneewithEL% Stax,dard RS-232-A (whereapplicable).The
MEU operateswiththeHSCE intheTransmit_onlymode. The HSCE
shallbe synchronizedto theApolloTime Standardby acceptingits
transmittimingsigns!sfrom theMEU. (The MEU receivesthese-
lectedtransmittimingfrom theTime StandardviatheTDP. )
"b-m
" 3.1.3 MTR InterfaceFunctions.-
The MEU shallhave thecapabilityofinterfacingwi_han Ampex FR-600
Recorder/ReproducerSystem forthestorageandplaybackofthehigh
speeddata.
ll I I I ! ,m. I _ . m! I . I =.., HIUNLESS OTHERWISESPECIFIED I CODE IDENT SIZE DBAWT.,NGNUMBER
/ DIMENSIONSARE IN INCHES I NO, I A t
| TOLERANCESON I 13499 =_o-_17_
i FRACTIONS DEC:MALS ANGLESI.......... I I .....
h__=1/64 :,cos ..=1" .I,SCALE., NONE._..IwT ISHEET,
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3.1.3.1 FR-600 characteristics. - The FR-600 (GFE) shall have the following
characteristics during the recording and reproducing of the high speed data:
a. _eed.- 7-1/2 ips minimum
b. Servo system. - The FR-600 shall be provided with a servo system
capable of accepting 60 cps from the timing system.
c. Record/reproduce syst_ a__.-
(i) Encoded message.-
1 track
Frequency modulation (high level) system
(ii) Timing. -
1 track
Frequency modulation (high level) system
3.1.4 .Operate/test modes. - Controls associated with the TDP shall determine
the operating and test modes of the MEU. The MEU shall be capable of
functioning in the following modes:
{1) On-line. - In this operating mode the MEU accepts the data from the TDP,
provideSandthe MTR.thedataNobits, check bits and synchroaizationthe bits to the HSC_:from ._L
_) action shall be taken on reproduced s_'gnals
• the MTR in this mode.
(2) Plavbacl:. - In this operating mode the MEU shall accept reproduced
signals from the MTR and provide the required buffering, processing
and adapting for transmis£ton of the data by the H_E. The EI_G is
not required to provide check bits in this mode.
(3) MEU test. - The MEU shall be tested independently of the TDP and HSCE
in this mode. The amount of seLf-checking circuitry shall be kept to a
minimum.
(4) Integrated test. - The MEU shall be tested with the TDP and HSCE in
this mode.
3 ,': MEU general characteristics.-
3.2.1 Test functions. - The iollowing functions are required to test the MEU:
a. Tcst-Code/Frame select. - The four modes used by the EDCC described
in specification 511-4524 shall be selected by the jllowing settings of
this switch in either test mode.
 2/2oo, 22/9-4o,33/ -oo. 33/24o
. ESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED CODE IDENT D_-'%AVPj_IGNO.
I- DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES NO.
l TOLERANCES ON 13499 270-=1 5
I FRACTIONS DECIMALS ._.NGLES
I =I/64 r-.O05 ±I_ SCALE NONE WT SHEET 4
P0 4,_-0_ (llltv, ,,al) ME_IFICAIION-- CONTINUATION SHEET
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3.2.1 Test functions (continued). - I
b. Test-Pattern select. - This switch shall seIect three types of test
patterns to be used in testing the MEU in the "MEU Test" or the
"Integrated Test" modes.
c. Test-Clock select. - This switch shall select two types of test clocks to
be used in the "MEU Test" mode.
(1) Continuous. - ProTides continuous clock pulses t_ simulate the
timing from the TDP.
(2) Manual. - Enables a single clock pulse to be applied to the
required MEU circuitry being tested.
d. Manual clock. - Closure of this switch (when the Test Clock Select
switch is in the "Manual" position) providgs a single test clock pulse.
e. Clear. - This switch shall initiaUze the required circLLits in an_, test
mode
f. Non-compare indicator. - A single incandescent indicator shall light
when the following conditions are all met:
(1) The MEU is in either test mode;
(2) A non-comparison exists between the generated check bit patterns
and the stored correct pattern:
(3) The required number of bits havebeen provided the EDCG, that is,
the correct pattern should normally have been generated.
3.2.2 Operatin_ duty cycle. - _ontinuous.
3.2.3 Power dissipation. - watts.
3.2, 4 Electrical overload protection.- Fuse with indicator mounted on rear
of unit.
I Iii
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D 3.2.5 Radie frequency interference.- The MEU shall be designed with
"Interference Control" using MIL-I-26600, Interference Control Require-
ments as a guide.
3.2.6 Power source. -
a. VoW- 105 to 125 V AC.
b. Freauencv.- Single phase, 60 cps ± 5%.
c. Current load,-
3.3 Interface signals with the TDP.- The following types of si$_nals are
required to interface the MEU with the TDP:
3.3.1 From the TDP g0 _he ._I-_l_.-
a. Data.- This signal con "taL_sthe serial data information assembled
hy theTDP.
b. Start Signal,- This sigual indicates the data is ready to be trans-
ferred from the TDP.
c. Modem Timing.- This signal consists of 600, 1200, 2000 or 2400
pps, dependent upon the selected modem rate.
d. Code Selectio_a. - T_,is signal indicates the number of check bits
shall be 22 or 33.
e. Modem Pate.- Ttds signal is used to indicate 200 cr 240 bit frames.
3.3.2 From the MEU t_ th_ TD.P,-
a, _- This signal indicates the MEU is in the operate mode and
is ready to accept data from the TDP. (NOTE: This signal is not
an indication of the operating condition of the modem or the commun-
ication link. )
b. Shift l_flse.- This sign_ indicates that the MEU requires one bit of
data from the TDP.
. . i .,.
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3.3 Electrical Sig'aal Characteristics!- The electrical signal chara_ter-
istios treed in the MEU Interface with the TDP shall be as follows:
gnal Logic Zero One
._. C. Voltage Level (nominal) -3.2v -0.8v
D.C. Signal Current (current 0.0 ma 2.87 ma
flow into the input terminals
is positive)
3.4 Interface with the HSCE. - The following signals are designated and
uUllzed in accordance with F,IA RS-232-A within the Apollo S-Band
system requirements for transmission of the high speed data.
3.4.1 From the MEU to the HSCE. -
3.4.1.1 Tr.ansmitted Data (Circuit BA). -
a. Signals on this circuit are the serial bit stream (data bits, the
check bits and the synchronization bit) to be transmitted.
b. The MEU shall hold this circuit in the marking condition during any
time interval when no signals are to l;e transmitted.
c. The marking or spacing condition shall be held for the total duration
of each signal element.
d. The HSCE shall transmit all data while the ON condition is maintained
on the Request To Send (Circuit CA), Clear To Send (Circuit CB) and q
-IP
,/ Data Set Ready (Circuit CC).
3.4.1.2 Request to Send (Circuit CA). -
a. S:o_nals on this circuit condition the HSCE to trans,_it during the ON
COr_dltion.
b. The ON condi_Aon shall be maintained at all times since the MEU operates
with the HSCE in the Transmit-only mode.
3.4.1.3 Data__.__TerminalReady (Ciz_uit CD). -
a. Signals on this circuit are used to control switching of the HSCE
to the communication channel.
b. The ON condition causes the HSCE to be connected to communications
channel.
c. The OFF condition removes the HSCE from the communications
channel. (This condition _hall be used when the I_IEU is being tested
independently of th_ FqJE.).
i i i1 ii i
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3.4.1.4 Transmitter Signal Element Timing (Circuit DA}. -
a. Signals on this circult provide the HSCE with signal element
timL_g information.
b. The waveform shall be a square wave with a duty cycle of 50% ± 1/2%.
A transition from ON to OFF shall nominally indicate the center of
each signal element on the Transmitted Data circuit.
c. This signal shall be synchronized to the Apollo TimLug Standard
at 600, 1£00, 2000 or 2400 pps.
d. This signal shall have an accuracy of 0.01_.
3,4, Z From the HSCE to the MEU.-
3.4.2.1 Clear To Send (Circuit CB).-
a. signals on this circuit are generated by the HSCR to indicate that
it is prepared to transmit data.
b. The ON condition is a response to the ON condition on the Request
to Send line (Circuit CA), delayed as may be appropriate for es-
tablishing a communication channel to a remote data processing
terminal.
c. When the Request To Send signal is turned OFF, the Clear To Send
D signal shall alsobe turne_ OEF.
d. In Transmit-Only service, if the HSCE is arranged to be in transmit
condition at all times, then the Clear To Send signal shall be in
the ON condition at all times.
3.4.2.2 Data Set Ready (Circuit CC).-
a. Signals on this circuit are generated by the HSCE to indicate it is
ready to operate.
b. The OFF condition shall be used to indicate:
(1) Any condition which disables any normal function associated with
the class of Jervice being furnished.
(2) The communication channel is switched to an alternate means of
communication.
(3) The HSCE is not connected to a communication channel.
c. The ON condition shall appear at all other times; however, the ON
shall not be interpreted either as an indication that a communication
channel has been established to a remote station or the status of any
remote s_tton or equipment. , ....i |
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D 3.4. 3 Ground, -
3,4, 3, 1 Protective Ground.- (Circuit AA). - Tl_.isconductor shall be electrical]y
bonded to the machine or equipment frame. It may be further connected
to external grounds as required by applicable regulations.
3.4.3. Z Signal Ground - (Circuit AB).- This conductor establishes the common
ground reference potential for all interchange circuits except the Protect-
ive Ground. It may be connected to the frame or to the Protective Ground
as required by applicable regulations or to minimize the introduction of
noise into electronic circuitry.
3.4.4 Electrical Signal Characteristics.- The electrical signal characteristics
for the signals used in the MEU interface with the HSCE shall be in accord-
ance with EIA RS-232-A.
The following definitions shall apply:
Transmitted Data Binary State One Zero
Transmitted Data Signal Condition Mark Space
Control Circuit Fauctions OFF ON
D.C. Voltage Level (nominal) -6v +6v
3. 5 Interface with the Magnetic Tape Recorder. -
3.5.1 From the TDP to the MTR.-
3.5.1.1 Transmitted Data. -
a. Signals on this circuit is the high speed data being transmitted which
is sent to the FR-600 for recording on magnetic tape.
b. The waveform characteristics for this signal shall be the same as
the Transmitted Data sent to the HSCE.
3.5.1.2 Transmitter Signal Element Timing. -
a. Signals on this circuit is signal element timing information which is
sent to the FR-600 for recording on magnetic tape.
b. The waveform characteristics for this signal shall be the same as
the Transmitter Signal Element Timing sent to the HSCE.
3.5.2 From the MTR to the TDP. - The following signals may be present
whenever the FR-600 is in operation (either in the "Record" or "Reproduce"
modes). The signals are not to be acted upon unless the MEU L,, in the
"Playback" mode.
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3.5.2.1 Reproduced Data. - Signal on this circuit are the reproduced _nformation
D from the recorded Trans,_ttted Data input.
3. G.2.2 Reproduced Timing.- Signals on this circuit are reproduced in/ormatton
from the Transr_tter Signal Element Tinting input.
3.5.3 Electrical Signal Characteristics.- The electrical sxgnal characteristics
for the signals u_ed in the MEU interface with the MTR shall be as follows:
a. From the MEU to the MTR.-
Transmitted Data Binary State One Zero
Transmitted Da_a Signal Condition Mark Space
Transmitter Signal Element Timing OFF ON
D.C. Voltage Level (non_at) -6v +6v
b. From the MTR to the MEU.- Suitable _nterface circuitz'y shall be
provided in the MEU to _cept the reproduced signal from the FR-600
which differs from the recorded signal as follows:
Output Impedance 1000 ohms
Output Level 1.0v rms ( ]0,000 ohms or greater
output load.)
3.6 Mechanical. -
*'_ 3.6.1 Racks. - The MEU shall be capable of being housed in Collins RadioP
Company standard computer type racks with 24" RET',vlA standard
panel width, 26" deep and not to exceed 9-9/16" high.
3.6.2 Finish. - Front panel shall be black finished in accordance with Collins
Radio Company;s process specification 580-0106-00, or equivalent
approved by Collins Radio Company.
3.6.3 Identification. - The equipment nomenclature shall appear on the front
panel on a nameplate, engraved or s.qkscreened. The manufacl]Jrer's
identification and identification number, Collir,8 Radio Company's
specificat/on control part nnn_ber and other pertinent data shall be located
at the rear of unit.
3.6.4 Connectors. -
3.6.4.1 Si_n_.- The connector(s)(and mating _,tugs) shall be provided on the
rear of the unit.
a. Interface with the TDP - connector type is to be selected by Collins
Radio Compan 7.
b. Interface with the HSCE - A 25-_in male connector shall be used with
pin arrangements as specified in EIA RS-232-A where applicable.
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c. Interface with the MTR - All signal i_puts and outputs of the
MEU and the FR-600 shall be made through BNC connectors.
p 3.6.5 Power° - A three prong twist plug shall be provided on the rear of the unit.. .6 Cables. - The contractor shall not provide any interchange cables. The
followin[' design information is applicable:
3.6.6.1 Interface with the HSCE. - This cable shall be less than 50 feet in length
and shall be terminated with a male connector at the HSCE.
3, 6.6.2 Interface with the MTR,- The interchange cables shall be coaxial cable
type RG 58 C/U.
3.6.7 Cooling. - The MEU shall be capable of being forced air cooled by
blowers provided in the Collins rack.
3.6o 8 Construction. - The MEU shall be of modular type construction so that
the electronics circuitry can be readily replaced in the event of circuit
failure.
3.7 Environmental. -
3.7.1 ShipvinK and crated outside storage (non-operating).-
3.7.1.1 Temperature. - -55 ° to 72°C.
3.7.1.2 Humidity.- 0% to100% relative humidity.
_' _ 3.7.1.3 Shock and Vibration.- Withstand transportation and handling by common
carriers over unusually rough terrain.
3.7.1.4 Desert I_nvironment. - No damage to component parts from sand or dust
storms.
3.7.2 Equivment ol_erating with shelter and temperature and humidity control. -
O
3.7.2.1 Temperature.- Operate to specifications from 0 to 50°C.
3.7.2.2 Humidity.- Operate to specifications from 20% to 80% relative humi_ity.
3.7.2.3 Survive and operate but with degraded performance from 0%to 95%
re!atiw ,_,umidity.
3.7.2.4 Shock and vibration. -
3.7.2.5 Withstand normal shock and vibration encountered in a fixed installation.
3.7.2.6 Ocean environment. - No corrosion when located within one mil_ of
salt wa_e.r.
3.7.2.7 Desert environment, - No damage to component parts from sand or
dust storms.
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3.8 Reliability assurance. -
_J
3.8.1 Mean-time-between-failure estimate. - An estimate shall be prepared of
I e ._ipment MTBI" ba_ed on previously obtained ooerating life test data
; for equipments of the same or similar design. The test condit/ons used
' -_l:ring such tests _hall be specified, particularly external parameters
! .such _s ambient temperature, cooling medaod, electrical load and
I general e._viror_mentat conditions. If life test data are not available, the
: s_pplier shall submit instead an MTBF prediction based on parts
pop,alation and electrical/thermal stress analysis.
3.8.2 Stress deratin_ schedule. - An abbreviated !ist shall be submitted which
describes the average or maximum electrica//thermal stress existing
f-,_ - -various families of electric_ pa_"_s used it: t.lns equipment. ""_:_-.-
list sh_.l cover, as a minimum, all t-Agh usage electrical part types such
as _,:.'msistors, electron t_lbes, diodes, resistors, capacitors, and trans-
formers where, applicable. Submission of an existing design guidance
chart wbich specifies maximum allowable stress ratios referred to part
manufacturer's rating will normally satisfy _,e requirements of this
oa cagraph.
3.8.3 Detailed parts stress analysis.- A detailed stress analysis shall be sub-
mitted which related the electrical and thermal stress for each electrical
part used in the e_aipment to the rated value for that part. The analysis
shall be based on a specified average inlet air- temperature and on th_ use of
'_be eoz,!ir..g method 4errant! 5 require_ ft.'.: ,.lie ec.,_,...::,:_.ent %'a/u,_s used for
_._ • c'.'r,_:.c2d stress may eithe: be me2.sure6 oz cc.;:,p;zted values. Values for
_ :., _., ,,_J.e.._ tem[:.eratur_. _u_:!averag._ q_ • " _.'o," - _- rise for the equipment
.... _,,,_., _,. u..,..,._,_t_,._ _t_c_z.,,_., n%e3.::--z,:ne'.Jts; a minimum
f t.e_ _.,easured he_.- spet temperaVarc -.,_ttues @..:'i_ be used for defining
;:_e a.7_pment thermal profde. The anaiys[_ sk'di coves each difde_ent
_e ".r circuit function w:thiu the equ'pment _4 ._aa}.; p_ovide a stress
" -t;,;e. [,_r _:ac,_ :]__-c,__c,._, par_ in that sta_e. Sta_.._s or other circuit
[] Ollpl_7 +hSt nr_ USed r-,;_-_ thal)o._ecr,ee4 _c,£]-_repeated inthe analysis
17:"p0 _%,
Cosign " ]Jff'.,m,;aU:o_ _" "• ,-.c_e,,eCenter shZl provid_ &ssJst%.,eeto the Supplier,
if4.e._ir:d..m.determzn.mE a suitableformat .'.'orpreparation of the stress
eu-_a/y.,,,s rep<:rL,i_may be d,_.sirah,le for _he ,,:"a;,p[iei"to corabine thisstress
analysis_.itha det3_]e#MTBF computation tlt?.t_ay _.isobe required (Ref.
p_rsgvaph 3, r,. i %b.._:',_.
3.9 ._/_.nta.ina.hjli__y_ assurance, .-
3, 9. i Mem_-tlme-to-repair estimate.- An estimate sh,_A1 be s_abmttted of the
equipment mean-time-to-repair (MTTR) based on the supplier's repair
experience wi_ eqvipments of th_ same zr sire:in,- design,
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3.9.2 Preventative maintenance.- The supplier shall describe the I REV
nature and extent of periodic preventative maintenance that is required
during the useful life of the equipment in orJer to obtain maximum
operational reliability. This description may be abbreviated in form and
need not contain lengthy maintenance schedules or procedures.
3.9.3 Deta,led maintenance procedures.- The supplier shall provide schedules
and procedures for performing preventative and emergency maintenance
on the equipment. This information may be part of an existing instruction
manual and need not be supplied separately.
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS
4.1 In general, the supplier shall be responsible for the overall quality of all
equipments supplied under this specification. The sugplier shall maintain
a quality ccntrol system which conforms with Part I of Collins Quality
Assurance Procedure QAP-100.
4.2 In addition to the general requirements stated above, the supplier shall
comply with those special Quality Requirements from Part II of QAP-100
that may be specified in the Purchase Order.
4.3 Test procedures will be submitted to Collins Radio Company for approval
in accordance with Collins Radio Company TRL-126-0437. This test
procedure must demonstrate that the equipment complies with the speci-
fication.
4.4 A pre-delivery acceptance tesL _haii be performed at the contractor's plant
and sh_ll bs witnessed by one or more Collins representatives. NASA
D representatives may also witness this test. This test shall be conductedby the contractor nd tLe tes s performed shall be the test outlined in the _"
sbove acceptance test procedures.
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY
5.1 The equipment shall be delivered as specified on the purchase order,
subcontract, or letter.
5.2 The equipment shall be suitably packaged for shipment to the point specified.
6. NOTES
6. i The class designation and the symbols CAL, TA, CR, RA, SSA and NSR,
which may appear on this drawing, are for internal use only by Collins
Radio Company _md are not related to the engineering data contained he:" in.
6.2 Only the items listed on this drawing and identified by vendor's names,
addresses, and part numbers have been tested and approved for specific
applications in equipment designed by the Collins Radio Company. Sub-
statute items shall not be used without prior testing and approval by the
Collins Radio Company or the cognizant desigm activity if other than
Cnllins Radio Company.
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